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Abstract
The current work has its focus on further improvements envisioned for an existing
traffic control system called Traffic-responsive Urban Control (TUC). Originally con-
ceived for corridor networks, TUC only offers the possibility tomaintain synchronized
traffic lights that give right-of-way for the vehicles traveling through the main routes
or,more specifically, the routes that donot intersect. This synchronization is achieved
through the adjustment of the Offset parameter, and it is known to avoid unnecessary
stops at the successive traffic controlled intersections, reducing traffic delays and in-
creasing the drivers’ comfort.
The present investigation proposes an extension to TUC’s original formulation, en-
abling it to handle more complex networks (meshed networks), where the secondary
intersecting routesmayalsoprofit from traffic lights synchronization. Moreover, TUC’s
original method, employed during the necessary changes in Offsets, is also improved.
The new method takes into consideration the impacts that the change in Offsets may
incur to the operation of the network.
TUC’s main input information, during its operation, is the description of current traf-
ficqueue lengths. Complementing thementionedmodifications toTUC, anewmethod
for the estimation/prediction of traffic queues is presented. The proposed Queue Es-
timator/Predictor uses a macroscopic traffic model to capture the traffic dynamics of
the network, and uses this information for improving the traffic queue estimations
calculated in a previous step.
Finally, the evaluation of the current developments is presented. The evaluation is
carried out through the simulation of a real network during a whole day operation.
The new developments are not only compared to TUC’s original formulation, but also
against a recently developed Adaptive Traffic Control System (ATCS) prototype. The
results show that the developments proposed in the current work were indeed ben-
eficial to TUC’s operation, even though the improvements were not quite as high as
expected.
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Kurzfassung
Das Verkehrs-Steuersystem Traffic-responsive Urban Control (TUC) wurde ursprüng-
lich konzipiert für Hauptverkehrsadern, und bietet nur die Möglichkeit, die Schalt-
zeit der Lichtsignalanlagen zu synchronisieren, die die Durchfahrt der Hauptvekehrs-
ströme vorberechtigen. Nebenströmen , die die Hauptroute überschneiden, können
durch TUC in der Regel nicht synchronisiert werden. Diese Synchronisierung wird
durch die Einstellung der Versatzzeit erreicht, und sie vermeidet die unnötige Stopps
an aufeinanderfolgenden signalgesteuerten Knotenpunkten. Dadurch werden Verzö-
gerungen im Verkehrsablauf reduziert und der Komfort der Fahrer erhöht.
Die vorliegende Arbeit schlägt eine Erweiterung der ursprünglichen Formulierung
TUCs vor, wodurch komplexe Netzwerke behandelt werden können, und auch die se-
kundären Nebenströmen von der Synchronisierung profitieren. Darüber hinaus ist
die ursprüngliche Methode TUC, die für die notwendigen Veränderungen in Versatz-
zeiten verwendet wird, auch verbessert. Die neue Methode berücksichtigt die Aus-
wirkungen auf den Betrieb des Verkehrsnetzes, die die Änderung der Versatzzeiten
ergeben.
Eine der wichtigsten Eingangsdaten TUCs ist die Beschreibung der aktuellen Rück-
staulängen. Ergänzend zu den oben genannten Änderungen zu TUC, eine neue Me-
thode für die Schätzung/Prognose von Rückstaus wird vorgestellt. Die vorgeschlage-
ne Rückstauschätzer-prädiktor verwendet ein makroskopisches Verkehrsmodell, um
die Verkehrsdynamik des Netzes zu erfassen. Diese Dynamik wird dann benutzt, um
die Schätzung der Rückstaulängen, die in einem vorherigen Schritt berechnet wur-
den, zu verbessern.
Schließlich ist die Beurteilungder aktuellenEntwicklungdargestellt. DieAuswertung
erfolgt durch die Simulation eines realen Netz während eines ganzen Tages. Die neu-
en Entwicklungen sind nicht nur mit der ursprünglichen Formulierung TUCs vergli-
chen, sondern auch gegen eine andere kürzlich entwickelte Adaptive Traffic Control
System (ATCS) Prototyp. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die vorgeschlagene Entwicklun-
gen in Vorteil für TUC waren, obwohl die Verbesserungen nicht ganz so hoch wie er-
wartet waren.
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1 | Introduction
In its inception, urban traffic control had only one goal: to guarantee an ordered and
safe operation of traffic by outlining the rules and conventions that dictate how to be-
have in traffic. Along with its evolution came the standardization of road signs and
pavement markings, and the development of automated devices for directing traffic
in intersections. The increase of traffic in the cities has forced the urban traffic con-
trol to shift its efforts for improving the operation of traffic by trying to optimize the
amount of green time given to each traffic stream, therefore deriving a new ramifi-
cation: traffic signal control. Enabled by the progress in technology, and thereafter
the increase in computation power, there has been a continuous improvement and
development of traffic control systems that seek a better management of traffic by re-
sponding to, and anticipating the oscillations in traffic conditions. In this process,
there are three main fronts that can be identified. The first one is the correct estima-
tion of current traffic conditions, including the estimation of queue lengths, vehicle
flows and and routes chosen by the drivers traveling through the traffic network. The
second front, closely dependent on the first, is the correct assessment of future de-
velopments of traffic conditions, which involve the same variables. The third front,
given the information gathered/processed on the other two, is responsible for the defi-
nition of the actual traffic control actions, i.e. the definition of the green light lengths
that will render the best operation of traffic based on pre-determined performance
indexes like delays, travel times, number of stops, etc.
Even with the evolution of traffic signal control and the development of systems that
are able to react in real time to changes in traffic conditions (in the network as a
whole), the previous and much more simple solutions are still employed. Fixed time
signal control is the oldest and most employed of them, given its cheaper price and
lowest complexity. It consists of the use of fixed green times, previously stipulated,
that are followed by the traffic controller device during the course of the day or a given
timeframe. The actual improvement in this type of control method is seen in the com-
puterized tools used to aid the traffic planner in defining these fixed green times, like
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the renowned TRANSYT1 software tool.
The other type of traffic control that still widely used is the actuated traffic control,
which emerged with the advent of more powerful processing microcontrollers used
in the traffic controller devices. This type of control uses the “raw” information col-
lected from vehicle detectors (e.g. vehicle count; occupancy; headway – time interval
betweendetections) to decidewhether to increase green times or not for a specific traf-
fic stream in an intersection. The decision is based on simple rules and usually just
compare the measured values with pre-specified thresholds. The resultant impact of
the taken actions is completely disregarded either in relation to the intersection in
question or the neighbouring ones.
The last category of traffic control, the so called Advanced Traffic Control Systems
(ATCS), involves the use of traffic flowmodels to evaluate and optimize the traffic con-
trol actions that will be implemented according to current traffic conditions. In this
type of system, there is always some sort of centralized processing entity where the
whole network is accounted for. These systemshave beendeveloped for the past three
decades and continue to evolve accompanying the technological progress. Given the
complexity of the traffic flowmodels and the combinatorial problems that arise when
trying to optimize the traffic operation, different simplifying approachesmust be cho-
sen in order to render the problem solvable in reasonable time. In such systems, the
control actions are usually updated within two minutes, which demands great com-
putational processing power.
The latest trend in traffic signal control research is the integrated use of real time
information from individual vehicles. The technology behind it is called Car-to-Car
and Car-to-Infrastructure Communications (C2X) and its use has been showcased in
research projects like TRAVOLUTION2 andKOLINE3. In this type of control system, the
control entity benefits frommore accurate information, like actual speeds and routes
made available from the equipped vehicles, and also the vehicles themselves, which
are informed about future signal switching times. With this information, drivers are
able to reduce their speeds in order to avoid reaching queues before they dissipate;
or increase them, within the speed limits, in order to catch the rest of the green light
available.
Websites last visited on 10/09/2013
1TRL Limited, http://www.trlsoftware.co.uk/products/junction_signal_design/transyt
2http://www.travolution-ingolstadt.de/
3http://www.projekt-koline.de/
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1.1 Objectives
Even with the just mentioned C2X technology being available for prototypes nowa-
days, the current work had its focus on improving an already existing ATCS with-
out having to rely on future technologies whose adoption may still take another two
decades to reach a reasonable market share. The penetration of such technology do
not only depend on automobile manufacturers and traffic management system’s fab-
ricants to start equipping their products, but also depend on the standardization of
the communication protocols, and the substitution of existing infrastructure by the
public power.
The ATCS used as starting point for the current investigation is the Traffic-responsive
Urban Control (TUC). After being involved in the development of the hardware and
software for the implementation of this strategy for a pilot project in Brazil, as docu-
mented in Kraus et al. 2010, some potential improvement modifications were identi-
fied. TUC was conceived to be employed in arterial corridors where eventual routes
crossing the main traffic artery have a much lower traffic demand. In such networks,
the synchronization of the traffic lights belonging to the secondary crossing routes is
not considered. But, for meshed networks, where the traffic demands are not much
disparate, it may also be interesting and worthy to guarantee the maintenance of traf-
fic lights synchronization for the secondary routes. Enabling this feature was the first
goal of the present work. For the synchronization of traffic lights it is necessary to
adjust the time difference between start of the green lights in the successive intersec-
tions. This time difference, called Offset, is dependent on the free flow speed of the
route and the current queue length values. Since the evolution of queue sizes depend
on traffic conditions, the offsets must be continuously adjusted throughout the day
in order to guarantee a desirable operation. TUC’s approach for the achievement of
new offset values may be quite abrupt, leading to either too short green times or too
long red times, which can unnecessarily harm traffic conditions. Trying to improve
TUC’s offset setting approach was the second objective.
Along with the two above mentioned goals, a new design for a Queue Estimator/
Predictor has been developed. Given TUC’s traffic model requirements for current
queue lengths, a new configuration of mathematical tools and traffic model is pro-
posed for improving the queue estimation problem. The proposed method benefits
from the consideration of the traffic dynamics in the whole network for achieving bet-
ter estimation results. The technique requires only conventional traffic information
gathered from ordinary inductance loop vehicle detectors.
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1.2 Outline
In the following section, some of the terms and concepts that are basic in traffic signal
control are reviewed.
In Chapter 2, an overview of the online urban traffic control systems currently avail-
able will be presented. It does not cover the entirety of them but gives a good idea of
the existing systems and how they work.
Chapter 3 describes TUC in deeper detail. The original formulation is discussed, but
more emphasis is given to the actual implementation used in this work.
After the description of TUC, the proposedmodifications to the strategy are explained
in Chapter 4. Furthermore, a much more straightforward counter proposal is offered,
which will be used to evaluate the performance of the first one.
In Chapter 5 the queue estimator/predictor and its components are presented along
with a concise overview on some of the other alternatives available.
The evaluation of all the developments of the current work is concentrated in Chapter
6. It is based on simulation tests performed in a microscopic traffic simulator over a
real traffic network. The simulation comprises a whole day of traffic operation with
traffic conditions similar to the real ones.
Finally, the conclusions are laid out in Chapter 7.
1.3 Basic Concepts and Terminology
Being the subject of this work, it is interesting to give a brief review on how traffic
lights operate. In a given intersection, the traffic lights follow the so called Signal
Plan, which aggregates all the information necessary for their operation. The Signal
Plan encodes the duration of each color indication, their start time and the sequence
that each traffic streamwill be given the right-of-way (or simply, the green light). Since
this process is repetitive, the Signal Plan only describes a single run of the successive
switching of the traffic lights, which is denominated a Cycle. There may bemore than
one Signal Plan per intersection, which is individually followed according to the time
of day, day of the week or special date.
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Figure 1.1: Cycle Progress
Eachphysical optical set, containing a green, a yellowanda red light is called a Signal
Head, and the ones that operate in the exact samemanner are grouped and referred to
as a Signal Group. Usually, each Signal Group is associated to a single traffic stream.
In the Signal Plan, the Signal Group is associated to a Phase, which describes the
start time and duration of each color indication of a traffic light, beginning with the
green. According to each case, it is possible to give right-of-way tomore than one traf-
fic stream at the same time. Whenever this is the intention, the Phases are grouped
in a Stage. Since Phases may have different durations and start times, the encom-
passing Stage’s green time has the start time of the latest starting Phase and its end
coincides with the end of the earliest ending Phase. The yellow time of a given Phase
is dependent on the free flow speed of the associated traffic stream, and should be
long enough to avoid sudden brakings so that vehicles that are close to the stop line
may keep on traveling and cross the intersection ahead. The red time of a given Phase
only accounts the time interval necessary for the clearance of the intersection perime-
ter, assuring an all red interval among the conflicting traffic streams. The sum of the
yellow time and the red time is called inter-green, which guarantees a safe change be-
tween conflicting Phases. The longest inter-green determines the boundaries of the
Interstage, which is the time interval between two Stages. Depending on the order
of occurrence of each Stage, i.e. the Phase switching order, the necessary red time
must be accordingly adjusted. The sum of the duration of all Stages, and associated
Interstages, is the Cycle length, as shown in Figure 1.1. The proportion between each
of the green times available for the Stages is called Split.
With these basic elements of the Signal Plan presented, it is now possible to define
the Offset. In a traffic network it is usually desirable that each pair of intersections
operate in a synchronized way, enabling the creation of green-waves on determined
routes, where the green lights are switched in a cascaded way so that the vehicles
travelling through them are not forced to stop at every intersection. Each Signal Plan
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has anOffset value that corresponds to the time interval between the beginning of the
Cycle and a given time referencewhichmay be a standard time of the day or the initial
time instant where the Signal Plan starts to be valid. This offset value is the Absolute
Offset and the difference between the Absolute Offsets of two consecutive intersec-
tions is the Relative Offset. The Relative Offset that describes the offset between the
phases belonging to the first stage of each of the two involved signal plans will be
referred to here as the Main Offset. Relative offset values that involve at least one
stage that is not the first one in the Cycle will be referred to as Secondary Offset. This
distinction is made to highlight one of the investigation points of the current work,
where these offsets are explicitly taken into consideration during the calculation of
the traffic control actions.
Since the different Signal Plans of a given intersection do not necessarily share the
same Absolute Offset (i.e. depending on the traffic conditions and cycle length the
desirable relative offset will vary), some sort of synchronization technique must be
employed whenever a change in offset is necessary. As described in Shelby et al.
2006, there are many synchronization techniques available, also called offset transi-
tion techniques. They involve the implementation of successivemodified signal plans
until the desired absolute offset is reached. These modified signal plans have cycle
lengths either shorter or longer than the original and current one, where the green
durations change accordingly. Just to name a few of the transition methods, there is
the Dwell;Max Dwell; Add; Subtract; Shortway; and Immediate. The reader may also
refer to Pohlmann and Friedrich 2010 for a detailed description of them and other
variations.
The last term that requires its definition for the current work is the saturation flow
rate. It is a measure of the maximum amount of vehicles that are capable of crossing
the stop line per unit of time, which is usually given in vehicles per hour. This mag-
nitude is used in different traffic control techniques, mostly for the calculation of the
desirable green time durations and offsets.
2 | Literature Review
The present overview of available Adaptive Traffic Control Systems (ATCS) does not in-
tend to be a comprehensive review of themall, but gives a good insight on the existing
alternatives.
2.1 Adaptive Traffic Control Systems
2.1.1 SCOOT
The Split, Cycle and Offset Optimization Technique (SCOOT) started its development
in 1973 with the cooperation between the Transport and Road Research Laboratory
(TRRL), the British Departments of Transport and Industry and the traffic systems
companies: Ferranti, GEC and Plessey (Hunt et al. 1981), leading to the first full scale
trial of the system in 1979 at the city of Glasgow (Hunt et al. 1982). The new system
was developed to take advantage of the flourishing computer processing power, thus,
offering a traffic control system capable of calculating signal plans online according
to present traffic conditions. Since then, it has become one of the most widespread
ATCS used worldwide.
The system operates in a centralizedmanner but the calculations do not consider the
network effect of its actions. Each intersection is treated separately, even though it
may consider the next downstream detector readings for correcting queue discharges.
The traffic model used is based on the Cyclic Flow Profile (CFP) as depicted on Figure
2.1. There is one CFP for each monitored link of the network, which aggregates the
occupancy and vehicle count information coming from the detector located upstream
the stop line. Based on expected travel times and saturation flows it is capable of pre-
dicting the formation anddissipation of queues, which are used to decide about splits
and offsets. Actually, SCOOT verifies its action alternatives based on a Performance
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Index (PI). Three are the factors that add up to the PI: average predicted queues; num-
ber of stops; and congestion, measured according to the proportion of the cycle time
that vehicles are stationary over the detectors. Each factor receives a weight before
being add up to the PI, and this weight is the estimated additional cost incurred, e.g.
$5 for each vehicle-hour of delay (Robertson and Bretherton 1991). This index is
also helpful for the traffic managers when evaluating traffic conditions. SCOOT also
keeps track of the degree of saturation, i.e. the ratio of the average current flow and
the maximum flow that each approach can handle, and is used to assess cycle times
and green durations. The measured flows are also used to represent an overall “traf-
fic demand” of the network, and comparing the evolution of the PI and the traffic
demand is possible to identify accidents, since the PI increases and the demand re-
mains practically the same in these cases.
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Figure 2.1: Principles of the SCOOT traffic model (source: SCOOT-UTC1)
For each signal plan component (split, cycle and offset) there is one associated op-
timizer operating at its own pace as summarized in Table 2.1. Based on the current
signal plan reference, the Split Optimizer decides whether the stage in course must
1How SCOOT Works: http://www.scoot-utc.com/DetailedHowSCOOTWorks.php?menu=Technical (visited on
10/09/2013)
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be lengthened, shortened or neither. For each of these possibilities, and regarding
only the associated intersection, the sum of the squared degrees of saturation of each
link is compared and the alternative with the smallest sum is chosen (Ming 1997). In
case of modifications, the underlying stage length reference is also updated and used
on the next cycle.
Optimizer Frequency Possible Changes Reference Changes
[s] [s]
Split once for each 0,4 0,1
stage change
Offset at each 0,4 0,4
new cycle
Cycle once every 0,4,8,16 0,4,8,16
2.5 or 5minutes
Table 2.1: Incremental SCOOT actions (source: Ming 1997)
In a similar way, the Offset Optimizer analyses the upstream and downstream links of
the junction that is about to end its cycle, and according to the PIs andCFPs generated
as a result of each of the three possibilities (offset lengthening, shortening or neither),
the one with the smallest sum of PIs is chosen. In case of traffic congestion occurring
in short links, theOffsetOptimizer prioritizes themaintenance of offsets on themeven
if this incurs into a larger PI sum.
The Cycle Optimizer chooses a common cycle for the network in which the degree of
saturation of the most loaded junction retains a level of about 90%. In cases where
the degree of saturation of any of the remaining junctions is sufficiently low, double
cycling is used, i.e. the cycle of the given junction is set to the half of the common
cycle (as long as it remains greater than/or equal to the minimum cycle allowed).
2.1.2 SCATS
The Sidney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System (SCATS) was developed by the Roads
and Maritime Services agency (former Department of Main Roads) of the New South
Wales (NSW) state in Australia. Just like SCOOT, its first roll-out occurred in the late
70’s and has since been adopted in many cities worldwide.
SCATS has no trafficmodel for calculating its control actions. All decisions are based
on simple algorithms that incrementally adapt to traffic changes. Traffic conditions
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are gathered from detectors positioned at the stop-line of the controlled intersections,
where a higher correlation between signal timings and measurements holds (Sims
and Dobinson 1980). The smallest control area is called a sub-system, and it may
contain up to ten intersections where they share a common cycle length. According
to special conditions, neighbouring sub-systemsmay be temporarily merged in order
to obtain a possible gain in using a common cycle length, and therefore applying a
desired offset between the adjacent intersections.
Operating in a cycle-by-cycle basis, the first measure of the system is to calculate the
current Degree of Saturation (DS) of each of the green times in the sub-system’s in-
tersections. By analysing the occupancy profile of the detectors at the stop-line, the
algorithm is capable of identifying the proportion of the green time that is efficiently
used according to the available phase time, whose ratio is the above mentioned DS.
The cycle length of the sub-system is then calculated as a function of the highest DS
found. The changes in cycle length are limited to 6s but may be increased up to +9s
if the past two cycles were increased by +6s, letting the system react quicker to steep
changes in demand.
For each intersection, SCATS holds a limited number of previously generated split
plans that correspond to possible local traffic conditions. After the cycle length has
beendetermined, the systemevaluates each of these split plans, accordingly adjusted
to the cycle length, and assigns a vote to the one that produces the expected DS for
the critical approaches. After three consecutive votes, the split plan is finally imple-
mented at the forthcoming cycle.
A similar scheme is used to determine the offsets. The algorithm evaluates a limited
set of previously generated offset options and, at each new cycle, the offset plan that
gets four consecutive votes is implemented. It is also possible to let this offset to be ad-
justed according to the current cycle length, either for queueing reasons or because of
link speed changes provoked by heavy traffic. The offsetmay be shortened to increase
residual queueing as demand arises; or may lengthened to accommodate longer ve-
hicle platoons in heavy traffic conditions.
All the mentioned calculations take place in a centralized regional computer, at the
so called strategic control level. When the signal plans are ready, they are transferred
to the local traffic controllers, which then perform the tactical control. The informa-
tion coming from detectors is used to change the phase lengths, where they may be:
terminated earlier, when the demand is smaller than the average demand; omitted
entirely, when demand actuated; or lengthened up until its maximum value, when
existing demand requires it.
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2.1.3 BALANCE
The Balancing Adaptive Network Control Method (BALANCE) was initially developed
as part of two European research projects: Munich COMFORT (Csallner et al. 1995);
and TABASCO (Catling and Harris 1995), at the Technische Universität München
(Friedrich 1999). It has since been further developed and marketed by GEVAS2 and
TRANSVER3 (Braun et al. 2008).
BALANCE has been projected as a three-tiered control architecturewith robustness in
mind. The premise was that it should be possible for one of the system’s components
to fail, or be inoperative, without compromising the operation of the whole system.
At the top is the Strategic Control layer, where different set of goals for the long-term
(with values aggregated in hourly figures) are laid out. The goals, like: travel time; de-
lay; number of stops; emissions; etc., are set for each route or sub-network of choice
and later combined in a Performance Index, by associating a weight to each. This PI
is then passed to the next control layer, the Tactical Control, to be used as guideline
for its calculations.
The Tactical Control may harbor different control strategies, be it for highways or ur-
ban roads, aiming themid-term control, i.e. the next 5–15minutes. It uses an internal
traffic model to evaluate an explicit objective function that conforms to the goals re-
ceived from the Strategical Control layer. Before any optimization takes place, the
current state of the network is estimated. For obtaining traffic demands and turn-
ing rates on each signal group, it uses the method of entropymaximization proposed
in van Zuylen and Willumsen 1980, and for estimating queues and delays it offers
the choice of two different methods: one proposed in Kimber and Hollis 1979; and
another usingMarkov-chains. Once the network’s current state is estimated, the criti-
cal intersection is used to determine the cycle length that minimizes delay. Based on
pre-determined andpossible stage sequences, the algorithmcalculates thresholds for
each one of the stages resulting in a frame signal plan that is transmitted to the Lo-
cal Control. Offsets are calculated individually for each pair of intersections, starting
from the critical ones. All possible offset alternatives are tested and the one resulting
in the lowest traffic delay is chosen. In its latest developments, the GALOP-Online
method (Braun and Kemper 2008) was introduced in substitution of the original
hill-climbing algorithm used for the optimization (Braun et al. 2008). It is a genetic
algorithm that searches for the best combination of cycle length, offsets and phase
sequences comprising all intersections, and that minimizes the given objective func-
tion.
The last step of the control is performed locally, at the traffic controller device. Based
on the frame signal plan processed by the Tactical Control, the phase lengths are con-
2GEVAS Software GmbH, http://www.gevas.eu/ (visited on 10/09/2013)
3TRANSVER GmbH, http://transver.de/ (visited on 10/09/2013)
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stantly adapted to the small dynamical changes in traffic that are captured through
the traffic detectors. The actuated traffic control method used may be, for example,
the VS-PLUS from VS4 or TRENDS from GEVAS, which also include public transport
prioritization.
2.1.4 OPAC
The Optimization Policies for Adaptive Control (OPAC) was originally developed at
the University of Lowell, Massachusetts (Gartner 1982, 1983; Gartner et al. 1983).
Its last iteration has received support from the American agency: FHWA (Federal
Highway Administration), and the PB Farradyne Inc., where it was included in the
RT-TRACS (Real-Time Traffic Adaptive Signal Control System) project as one of the
alternative online traffic control strategies (Gartner et al. 2001; Pooran et al. 1996).
OPAC, at its debut, was presented as a suite of three alternatives that actually rep-
resents the progress of its development. The first one, OPAC-I, lays the foundations
of the technique where the traffic problem is solved with a Dynamic Programming
(DP) method — a global optimization strategy for multi-stage processes that outputs
global optimal solutions (Gartner et al. 2001). Since it demands full availability of
traffic states for the period of the optimization, and demands a great deal of process-
ing time, it could not be used for online traffic control and remained as a reference
case for evaluating the relative effectiveness of other online-suited alternatives.
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Figure 2.2: Hypothetical queue profile in OPAC
By using DP, the traffic control problem, limited to a given time span, may be divided
intoN sub-problems, in this case called stages,which canbe solved individually, thus,
much more computationally efficient. Each sub-problem/stage is characterized by
a discrete time interval of 2–5s, during which it must decide whether or not to end
a given green phase, i.e. start or not the other possible ones. Each intersection is
treated individually and there is no concept of cycle, phase order or offset involved,
4VS – Verkehs-Systeme AG, http://www.vs-plus.com/ (visited on 10/09/2013)
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just maximum and minimum values are enforced. The goal of the optimization is to
reduce the vehicle delays during the specified control horizon, which is measured as
the area under the queue-length curve of each approach, as shown in Figure 2.2. The
solution of the problem is carried out backwards, i.e. it solves the last sub-problem
at the end of the control horizon and starts coming back until the first one.
Pursuing the same path, OPAC-II constitutes a simplification of the first one enabling
it to be used online. The sub-problem now consists of a 50–100s time frame where
at least one, and utmost three phase changes are enforced (Gartner 1984). Through
the use of a sequential constrained search, the objective function is evaluated sequen-
tially for all feasible switching sequences. The current objective value is compared to
the one previously stored, and in case of being smaller, it substitutes the previous
one. This optimization is carried out independently for each sub-problem, and, un-
like OPAC-I, it progresses forward in time. Comparisons against OPAC-I have shown
that this second alternative represents a degradation of around 10% in performance.
Similar to OPAC-I, OPAC-II also demands the availability of vehicle arrival for the
whole control horizon, which cannot be precisely predicted. In order to circumvent
this shortcoming, OPAC-III was proposed. It employs a rolling horizon framework,
which divides the stage in n intervals and uses fresh arrival data for the first intervals
of the stage and an updated average for the rest of the stage. Since only the optimiza-
tion results for the first intervals are used, which are fed with actual arrival data, the
successive optimization rounds, that occur for each stage, are capable of delivering
better results.
For the RT-TRACS project, OPAC’s control logic was extended to include a coordina-
tion strategy, so that it would be suitable for use in arterials and networks (Gartner
et al. 2001). Called Virtual-Fixed-Cycle OPAC (VFC-OPAC), the extension implements
a three level control architecture. The first level, the Local Control Layer, is the known
OPAC-III; the second level, the Coordination Layer, calculates, once per cycle, desir-
able offsets for each intersection; and the third level, the Synchronization Layer, en-
forces the cycles for each group of intersections that should be synchronized.
2.1.5 RHODES
The Real-Time Hierarchical Optimized Distributed Effective System (RHODES) has
been conceived at the University of Arizona by the Advanced Traffic and Logistics Al-
gorithms and Systems (ATLAS) research center (Mirchandani and F.-Y. Wang 2005).
The system is divided in three hierarchical control levels, as proposed in Head et al.
1992, covering different network resolution degrees, as shown in Figure 2.3. The sys-
tem collects information from the street detectors and performs a prediction of future
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traffic streams at various degrees of aggregation, depending on which control level
it will be used. The highest level has a “dynamic network loading” model that re-
flects the slow-varying characteristics of traffic. It encompasses network geometry
with available routes, with the associated Origin/Destination matrices, and possible
road detours caused by construction sites. At this level, coarse hourly traffic load es-
timates are calculated and passed to the next control level: Network Flow Control. At
the middle level, these estimates are further processed into demand patterns, which
reflect the sizes of vehicle platoons and their speeds. The information about the pla-
toons is used to allocate the green times. These preliminary green times are then fine
tuned at the lower level, the Intersection Control, where the phase changes are settled
according to observed and predicted arrivals of individual vehicles.
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Figure 2.3: RHODES architecture (source: Mirchandani and Head 2001)
At the Network Flow Control, the information about the moving platoons in the net-
work, produced by the APRES-NET model (dell’Olmo and Mirchandani 1996), is
used to determine the desired offsets between the intersections. The APRES-NET
model is a simplified traffic simulation model capable of propagating platoons of
vehicles through a sub-network of intersections. It is not only used to generate the
platoon information but also to evaluate the different possible offset configurations
created with the REALBAND algorithm (dell’Olmo and Mirchandani 1995). Given
platoon sizes, positions and speeds in a subset of neighbouring links, the REALBAND
algorithm builds a binary decision tree that depicts, in a pre-defined horizon of about
200–300 seconds, the possible conflicts between platoons trying to cross the inter-
sections. The tree nodes represent three possible decisions: allow platoon A to pass
without stopping; allow platoon B to pass without stopping; or split platoon A (or B).
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Each scenario is evaluated using the APRES-NET model, and, according to the speci-
fied performance index (stops and/or delay) the best alternative is chosen.
At the next control level, the Intersection Control level, the PREDICT algorithm (Head
1995) uses detector data along with planned phase timings from upstream intersec-
tions to predict future vehicle arrivals on the downstream ones. It assumes that the
arrival process can be divided into a predictable and an unpredictable factor. Ac-
cording to their relative proportion, the control strategy may choose to enforce pla-
toon progression (higher predictable factor), or to gather the arrivals into platoons
in the downstream intersections (higher unpredictable factor). For the algorithm to
work, the information from two detectors is necessary, one located close to the link’s
entrance and the other close to the stop line. This information is used to calculate
current estimates for link travel times, turning probabilities, queue sizes and queue
discharging rates. After the prediction step, the control strategy, based on dynamic
programming (Bellman 1954), optimizes thephase lengths in a rollinghorizon frame-
work (with one second resolution), where phases may be repeated or completely left
out. Whenever there is new data, the current phase may be interrupted or extended,
given the new results of the optimization. The optimization objective may be set to
minimize average delays or number of stops, or even maximize throughput (Sen and
Head 1997), and it is performed under some desired constraints likeminimumgreens,
phase coordination and, when required, phase sequence.
2.1.6 Pohlmann’s
The ATCS presented in Pohlmann 2010 has been developed as a result of a research
project, sponsored by the German Research Foundation (DFG - Deutsche Forschungs-
gemeinschaft), at the Institute for Transportation and Urban Engineering (IVS - Insti-
tut für Verkehr und Stadtbauwesen, Technische Universität Braunschweig).
The system comprises two main modules: the Traffic State Estimator/Predictor; and
the Traffic Signal Plan Optimizer. Unlike the other systems presented here, the con-
cept of Pohlmann’sATCShas amuchmore conservative approach. Insteadof trying to
respond to traffic changes on a second-by-second or cycle-by-cycle basis, Pohlmann’s
solution performs an update to the resulting signal plans every 15 minutes, as shown
in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Update process (source: Pohlmann 2010)
It is possible to point out two reasons for this choice of the update period’s length.
One is related to the necessary time the optimization technique employed takes to
perform its calculations. The other is the author’s own vision on how often it is really
necessary to apply modifications to the running signal plans. The resulting effect is a
more robust control system, but also a slower responding one to adverse incidents.
Given the update scheme presented, it is necessary to produce control measures that
will be compatible with the active traffic conditions in one time period ahead, i.e. 15
minutes. In order to generate reliable results, the Traffic State Estimator/Predictor
heavily bases its predictionson storedhistoricalmeasurements. This approach, based
in the work presented in Förster 2008, combines current 15-minute detector counts
with four previous ones, forming a traffic pattern of one hour duration. This traf-
fic profile is compared to different other traffic profiles stored in the database, which
have been gathered for a reasonable amount of time. These trafficpatterns are formed
by the concatenation of consecutive 15-minute averaged traffic counts summing up
to a whole day of measurements. There may be different traffic profile groups stored,
e.g. for different days of the week and/or time of the year. At each new day, the col-
lected traffic profile is asserted to the existing groups, and added to the correspond-
ing one, therefore updating the average. The algorithm searches for the most similar
sub-pattern (1 hour long) in the database, in shape and magnitude, belonging to a
whole daypattern (24hour long) group. From the foundmatching sub-pattern it looks
ahead in time, precisely two 15-minute blocks ahead in the respective whole pattern,
and uses the second consecutive 15-minute average as basis for the calculations of
the next signal plans.
After the averaged traffic data has been selected from the database, it is further pro-
cessed to generate expected turning rates, i.e. routing information, and an integral
estimation of the traffic volumes present in all links of the network, including the
ones not equipped with traffic sensors. This is accomplished by the use of a tech-
nique called Information Minimization (IM), which was introduced by van Zuylen
andWillumsen 1980 and further developed by Pohlmann himself, following the pre-
vious improvements in Friedrich and Y.-P. Wang 2006, 2008; Y.-P. Wang 2008. IM
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is a traffic assignment technique originally designed to estimate OD matrices, but in
this case it is also employed to estimate the traffic volumes in the network, which
will be necessary for the Traffic Signal Plan Optimizer. The only problem of this ap-
proach is that it is only applicable in under-saturated to saturated scenarios, turning
the system as a whole unusable for the traffic congested cases.
Once all expected traffic volumes and turning rate information is available, the Traf-
fic Signal Plan Optimizer module is called. Its core is based on the Cell Transmission
Model (CTM) (Daganzo 1994), a first order macroscopic traffic flow model capable
of reproducing all traffic conditions and characteristics (with the exception of pla-
toon dispersion) with a good degree of fidelity. The traffic volumes and turning rates
found are directly applied to the corresponding structures in the CTM and consid-
ered constant for the whole simulation period. Given the complexity of the CTM, and
therefore the time required for computing optimal traffic signal planswith it, it is only
employed for the calculation of the offsets, leaving the calculation of common cycle
and splits to a more straightforward approach. Two alternatives are presented for
setting the common cycle, both advised by HBS 2009 and RiLSA 2010, the German
Traffic Manual and Guidelines, respectively. One of them is the renowned Webster’s
Formula (Webster 1958), and the other called Saturation Based Cycle, which outputs
the minimum cycle needed for serving the traffic demand in utmost one cycle period.
These calculations are performed for each individual intersection, and the biggest
cycle found is used as common cycle. The splits are proportionally distributed ac-
cording to each phase demand and constrained by the minimum green times. With
these values fixed, different offset configurations are evaluated through the simula-
tion of the CTM for the same 15-minute period. For each simulation run of the CTM,
a different combination of offsets is tested. Given the combinatorial explosion of the
number of possible offset alternatives, the author uses a Genetic Algorithm, follow-
ing the works in Almasri 2006, to find the best offset scheme. For each evaluation
performed, the necessary transition cycles are also included.
2.1.7 TUC
Traffic-responsive Urban Control (TUC) is a technique initially developed as part of an
integrated traffic control system for corridor networks in the context of the European
project TABASCO (Transport Applications in Bavaria, Scotland and Others) (Catling
andHarris 1995; Papageorgiou 1995). It was conceived to deal with saturated traffic
conditions with the aim of reducing the risk of queue spillbacks and oversaturation.
In the first version (Diakaki et al. 2002), it was only capable of determining the green
times of each stage given predefined values of cycle length and stage order. In a sub-
sequent iteration (Diakaki et al. 2003), three additional modules were added: Cycle
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Control; Offset Control; and Public Transport Priority, that along with the prior Green
Control Module turned it into a more complete urban traffic control solution.
TUC’s approach to traffic control relies on the use of straightforward strategies to cal-
culate the control actions that will make the traffic operate at desirable levels. By
using a simple, yet effective, macroscopic traffic flow model, the Green Control Mod-
ule is capable of taking into consideration the whole network, almost independent of
its size, in the calculation of the length of each green time. This has an important ad-
vantage because the operation of a given intersection interferes with the surrounding
ones, and this interdependence is being considered. Since the technique was envis-
aged with corridor networks in mind, the Offset Control Module implements the off-
sets regarding only the corridors. Therefore, it just consists of a simple maintenance
of green waves in these main routes, so that standing queues are dissipated before
the platoons from upstream intersections arrive in the downstream ones.
Since TUC is used as base for the current investigation, a better and more detailed
description of its concept will be presented on Chapter 3.
3 | TUC
As mentioned on the previous Chapter, TUC (Traffic-responsive Urban Control) was
used as the starting point of the current work. Actually, the original implementation,
as in Diakaki et al. 2003, 2002, was not followed completely and the TUC strategy
that will be presented here is more faithful to its further development, as published
in Aboudolas et al. 2009, 2010. Basically, the main differences from the original
implementation lie on the control/optimization technique used and the way the com-
mon cycle of the network and the offsets are calculated. The concept and structure of
the strategy remains the same.
3.1 Control Scheme
TUC is divided in four modules: Cycle Control; Offset Control; Green Control; and
Public Transport Priority. They are hierarchically dependent and each one of them
has its own update cycle. The Cycle Control Module dictates the common cycle length
of the network according to its traffic conditions. The common cycle is then passed to
theOffsetModulewhich is in charge of not only defining the offsets between each pair
of intersections, but also calculating the transition cycles needed in order to achieve
these offsets. Whenever the Offset Cycle calculates new offsets for the network, there
will usually be different cycle lengths, the transition cycles, that each intersection
must implement. These cycles are passed as parameter to the Green Control Module
responsible for distributing the green times of each stage of the cycle. In case there is
no change in offsets, the current common cycle is used by the Green Control Module.
The Public Transport Priority Module is not object of the current work and therefore
will not be presented, but it suffices to state that thismodule acts directly in the Green
ControlModule by givingmore green to the phase serving the public transport vehicle
during its drive through of the according link.
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TUC is a very straightforward traffic control solution, which may be applied to very
large networks. Nevertheless, the traffic engineer may decide to divide the network
in sub-networks, operating independently from one another, like presented in Kraus
et al. 2010. But, whenever the physical delimitation of each sub-network has been
fixed, it is not possible to dynamically change the control structure, as foreseen in
SCATS for example.
3.2 Cycle Control Module
The Cycle Control Module in Diakaki et al. 2003 uses a simple feedback algorithm,
known as Proportional Controller (Ogata 2010), to adjust the common cycle length
C ref of the network, which can also be called cycle reference.
A pre-specified percentage of the network links is used to calculate an average load
¯ of the network. The load z of a given link z, is considered to be the ratio of the
current amount of vehicles xz and the maximum number of vehicles allowed xmaxz :
z =
xz
xmaxz
(3.1)
The chosen links are the ones currently with the highest loads. This averaged load
is then compared to an expected nominal load nom, and the difference between the
two, multiplied by the control parameter Kcont, is used to either increase or decrease
the value of a predefined nominal cycle Cnom:
C ref = Cnom + Kcont
 
¯ nom (3.2)
For the intersections with sufficiently low saturation levels, a double-cycling feature
is proposed, where the cycle applied in these cases is half of the one calculated for
the network.
Since the focus of the current investigation lies on the Offset Module of the TUC strat-
egy, it has been decided that it would be interesting to keep some similarities to
the other ATCS (Pohlmann 2010) used as reference in the evaluation of the current
proposal. With this in mind, this simple feedback algorithm was substituted with
the same type of cycle adjustment used in Pohlmann’s work, which also means that
the double-cycling feature was left out. Actually there were two alternatives in Pohl-
mann’s ATCS, one making use of minimum delay cycle formula from Webster 1958,
and the other taken fromHBS 2009orRiLSA 2010, called SaturationBasedCycle. This
was done in order to reduce the differences between the two solutions and to be able
to better understand possible discrepancies.
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3.2.1 Webster’s Cycle Alternative
Webster has derived a formula for the calculation of cycle lengths based on a series of
experiments on isolated intersections. His method minimizes the mean overall delay
of vehicles being served by the controlled intersection in question. The distribution of
green times for eachphase is done according to the ratio between the phase’s demand
and the sum of all relevant demands. Even though his findings were actually only
valid for isolated intersections, where the arrival of vehicles is considered random,
its simple applicability gained great popularity and has been widely used.
The utilization of the Webster’s method in the current work has followed just about
the same procedure as in Pohlmann 2010. The difference lies in the fact that the
amount of green timedistributed to thephases is not determinedbyWebster’smethod,
but are calculated by the Green Control Module ( Section 3.4).
At each update time, the Webster cycle length of each intersection in the network is
calculated:
CWEBJn =
5+ 1.5
X
i2SJn
Li
1  X
j2SJn
qcritj
qsatj
(3.3)
where:
J set containing all junctions
Jn junction n
CWEBJn Webster’s advised cycle length for junction n, [s]
SJn set containing all stages of junction n
Li interstage of stage i, [s]
qcritj traffic demand on the critical phase of stage j, [veh/h]
qsatj saturation flow of the link being served by the phase related to qcritj ,
[veh/h]
The critical phase of a given stage is the one with the highest demand. For the cases
where a phase spans over more than one stage the sum in the denominator of Equa-
tion 3.3may have to be altered. Take, for example, a hypothetical signal planwith the
stage sequence shown in Figure 3.1, where pi is the phase and s j the stage.
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Figure 3.1: Multiple-stage phase
Throughout the text p and swill be used either to identify the phase/stage in question,
or the length of the associated green time available to each one of them. Note that
phase p2 belongs to stages s1 and s2. If the traffic demand for p2, qp2 , is bigger than
the sum of the traffic demands qp1 and qp4 , i.e. qp2 ¾ qp1 + qp4 , then the critical phase
of both s1 and s2 would be p2. In this case, one of the stages must be disconsidered so
that qp2 is accounted only once in the sum appearing in the denominator of Equation
3.3. But, if qp2 < qp1 + qp4 , then the critical phase of s1 becomes p1, and the critical
phase of s2 becomes p4, even if qp2 > qp1 or qp2 > qp4 .
Another exception, thatmust bementioned, happenswhenagiven stage s j has afixed
length, which is the usual case for pedestrian lights. In this case, Equation 3.3 must
also be altered to incorporate the fixed length stages:
CWEBJn =
5+ 1.5
X
i2SJn
Li +
X
j2SfixJn
s j
1  X
j2S0Jn
qcritj
qsatj
(3.4)
where:
S fixJn set containing all fixed length stages of junction n
S 0Jn set containing all stages of junction n that have no fixed length
After each junction’s cycle have been calculated with Equation 3.3, the biggest cycle
length found is used as the common cycle of the network:
C ref =maxfCWEBJn ,8n 2 J g (3.5)
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3.2.2 Saturation Based Cycle Alternative
The HBS, the German Handbook for the Dimensioning of Road Infrastructure, pre-
sents, along with theWebster’s method, a similar formula for the calculation of cycle
lengths. It states that this second alternative should be employed whenever the im-
plementation of green waves is desired.
The Saturation Based Cycle is derived by assuming that the traffic demand of a deter-
mined phase should be served at most in one green time period. This means that the
same amount of vehicles that arrived past the end of the last green, must be able to
pass on the next green:
qpi C = q
sat
pi
pi (3.6)
) pi =
qpi C
qsatpi
(3.7)
Accounting only for the critical phases in each stage, it is possible to derive theneeded
cycle length for Jn:
CJn =
X
j2SJn
qcritj CJn
qsatj
+
X
i2SJn
Li (3.8)
= CJn
X
j2SJn
qcritj
qsatj
+
X
i2SJn
Li
) CJn
0@1  X
j2SJn
qcritj
qsatj
1A= X
i2SJn
Li
) CJn =
X
i2SJn
Li
1  X
j2SJn
qcritj
qsatj
(3.9)
Considering the stochasticity of the real life vehicle arrival behaviour, the factor c j
is introduced in Equation 3.9. This term, called degree of saturation, reduces the ex-
pected saturation flow of the associated critical traffic demand being served in stage
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j and confers the final form of the Saturation Based Cycle CSATJn equation:
CSATJn =
X
i2SJn
Li
1  X
j2SJn
qcritj
c jq
sat
j
(3.10)
According to RiLSA 2010, the degree of saturation c j should be set with a value in
the range [0.8,0.9], and at the present work a value of 0.85 has been chosen. For the
special cases presented in Section 3.2.1, like the multiple-stage phase and the fixed
length stage, Equation 3.10 must also be updated and becomes:
CSATJn =
X
i2SJn
Li +
X
j2SfixJn
s j
1  X
j2S0Jn
qcritj
c jq
sat
j
(3.11)
At last, the biggest cycle length found is used as the common cycle of the network:
C ref =maxfCSATJn ,8n 2 J g (3.12)
3.3 Offset Control Module
The Offset Control Module was conceived with traffic corridors in mind. In this type
of network the traffic demands in the main road/arterial are much larger compared
to the secondary crossing roads. Therefore, the latter may be overlooked with respect
to the synchronization between their consecutive intersections. The goal of this mod-
ule is the maintenance of “green waves” in the main roads. The term comes from the
visual effect perceived by the drivers in which the traffic lights in the successive in-
tersections turn green just in time to let them drive through them without stopping.
Green waves, in traffic corridors, are not only expected from the drivers, but also ben-
eficial in reducing delays, fuel consumption and nocive emissions.
As common practice, the stage that is assigned to give right of way to the main road
is the first one of a signal plan. Since it starts with the beginning of every cycle, it
is much easier for traffic planners to adjust the offsets, because this parameter, in a
traffic controller device, is measured according to the beginning of the cycle.
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Based on the fact that the Offset Control Module can only interfere with the length of
every cycle, because the duration of each stage is determined later by the Green Con-
trol Module, it is only capable of maintaining control of the relative offsets between
the main/first stages of consecutive intersections.
In order to calculate the necessary offsets, capable of guaranteeing the formation of
a green wave, not only the distances between each consecutive intersection and the
nominal travel speeds are needed, but also an estimate of the queue lengths of the
downstream intersections must be considered. Following the works of Abu-Lebdeh
and Benekohal 1997, the offset is based on the calculation of the time needed for
the first vehicle, coming from the upstream intersection, to meet the end of the down-
stream dissipating queue just when the last vehicle in the queue starts moving. As-
suming two consecutive intersections A and B connected by the link z, with length
l linkz and nominal free-flow speed vfreez , it is possible to approximate the queue length,
with the use of Equation 3.1, to z l linkz . And the time for a vehicle coming from the
upstream intersection A to reach the end of the queue is:
l linkz  z l linkz
vfreez
) (1 z)l
link
z
vfreez
(3.13)
The kinematic wave originated from the switching of the green light in the down-
stream intersection B travels down the queue with speed vbw (considered equal to
15 km/h in Diakaki et al. 2003), and the time to reach the end of the queue is:
z l
link
z
jvbwj (3.14)
Equation 3.13 represents the time the green light of intersection B will have to wait
to start, so that the vehicles coming from A have enough time to reach B, a positive
value. Equation 3.14 represents the time the green light of intersection B will have to
start before the green light on A, so that there is enough time to dissipate the queue, a
negative value. By adding both values, the offset between A and B, refA,B is then given:
refA,B =
(1 z)l linkz
vfreez
  z l
link
z
jvbwj (3.15)
=
l linkz
vfreez
  z l
link
z
vfreez
  z l
link
z
jvbwj
=
l linkz
vfreez
 z l linkz jv
bwj+ vfreez
vfreez jvbwj
) refA,B = l
link
z
vfreez
  xz
xmaxz
l linkz
jvbwj+ vfreez
vfreez jvbwj
(3.16)
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A slightly different approach has been used throughout the current work. Instead of
considering the meeting point: the end of the queue, it has been used the stop line
of intersection B. By doing this, it is possible to use the local saturation flow as a
measure of how fast the queue dissipates:
refA,B =
l linkz
vfreez
  xz
qsatz
(3.17)
so that the platoon coming from Awill reach the last vehicle that stood in queuewhen
it crosses the stop line of B. Using Equation 3.17 instead of 3.16 has the advantage of
allowing the use of the parameter qsatz , whichmay be interesting to be fine tuned since
it is an important parameter in the traffic flowmodel used in the Green Control Model.
The Offset Control Module foresees the onset of offsets in both directions of a two-way
road, as long as they are between the main/first stages of each intersection. But only
the direction with the most demand gets its offset implemented. Note that in a hy-
pothetical case, where there is no demand in both directions, the signs of the offset
values in each direction would be inverted. The offsets between each pair of intersec-
tions are calculated independently from one another, but in a successive manner.
Diakaki et al. 2003 mention the cases where there may be intersecting arterials, and
where a priority order is specified so that the offsets of the arterials with highest de-
mands are first implemented. But, they are not clear how this would be possible be-
cause this case implies that the crossing, with less priority, arterial would have to be
given a secondary stage as its right of way giving green time. Meaning that the imple-
mentation of the secondary offset, that shares the intersection with the main offset,
would not be feasible anyway.
After calculating the desirable offsets of all pairs of intersections on the arterials, the
Module calculates the one cycle transition plan for each intersection that will bring
them to the aimed offsets. The technique used is similar to the Immediate method
(Lee and Williams 2009), where the offset is achieved in one single transition cycle.
The difference is that all stages may be extended or shortened as would be the case
in the Shortwaymethod. The transition cycle is limited to a maximum and minimum
value (Cmax and Cmin), and is successively calculated for thedownstream intersections
of the arterial.
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time
JC C transJC
B,C (k) 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Figure 3.2: Transition cycle
Just for illustration, as shown in Figure 3.2, imagine a hypothetical arterial with the
following set of consecutive junctions J = fA,B,Cg and associated set of offset pairs:
O = f(A,B), (B,C)g, regardless of whether it is a two-way road or not. The figure shows
the progression in time of the cycles of the mentioned intersections during the future
time interval k + 1, and the resulting offsets at its end. As first step, the algorithm
makes the transition cycle C transJA equal to the common cycle C
ref, then it calculates the
necessary C transJB so that the new A,B(k+ 1) can be reached, taking into consideration
the former offset between the two A,B(k):
A,B(k+ 1) = A,B(k) + C
trans
JB   C transJA (3.18)
The algorithm then moves to the next offset B,C . In possession of the new C transJB , the
downstream C transJC is calculated.
Algorithm 3.1: Transition Cycle Filter
mod(x , y) : Function that returns the remainder of the division of x by y;
foreach n 2 J do
if mod

C transJn ,C
ref

¾ Cmin then
C transJn  mod

C transJn ,C
ref

;
else
C transJn  mod

C transJn ,C
ref

+ C ref;
if C transJn > C
max then
C transJn  Cmax;
At last, the calculated transition cycles are formatted to be in the range of the allowed
maximum and minimum cycles in a further filtering step, depicted in Algorithm 3.1
Transition Cycle Filter. In the cases where C transJn is limited by C
max, the implemented
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offset remains with an error, of magnitude C transJn   Cmax, until new offsets are calcu-
lated by the Offset Control Module.
3.4 Green Control Module
The Green Control Module is the last one to be invoked by the TUC strategy. It will
use either the common cycle length determined by the Cycle Control Module, or the
transition cycle required by the Offset Control Module, when it is available.
The Module uses a traffic flow model that depicts the dynamics of the entire network
in order to decide the amount of green time needed by each phase.
3.4.1 Traffic Flow Model
The trafficflowmodel used is amacroscopicmodel based on the findings of Gazis and
Potts 1963, and called the store-and-forward model. It consists of a linear relation-
ship between the number of vehicles present in one link, the green time and the traffic
demand during one cycle period. Its simplicity allows the employment of efficient al-
gorithms for solving the control problem of urban traffic networks (Aboudolas et al.
2009).
A B
oz
link zqz
doutz d
in
z
Figure 3.3: Store and Forward Model (adapted from Diakaki et al. 2002)
For each link in the traffic network, as illustrated in Figure 3.3, it is possible to de-
scribe the amount of vehicles as a function of time. Given a discrete time k, where
k = 1,2,3, . . ., and a sample period C (the cycle length), the number of vehicles xz , in-
side an arbitrary link z, is dependent on the inflow of vehicles qz , the outflow oz , and
additional disturbances d inz and doutz , that may be depicted as garages and parking
lots:
xz(k+ 1) = xz(k) + C[qz(k)  oz(k) + d inz (k)  doutz (k)] (3.19)
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The inflow qz may be directly collected from detectors when the respective links are
the entrance links of the network. For the other links located inside the network, qz
is written as a function of the cycle length C and the outflows of the converging links,
according to their green times, saturation flows and turning rates. The outflow oz
follows the same pattern:
qz(k) =
X
w2Lz
tw,zq
sat
w pw(k)
C
(3.20)
oz(k) =
qsatz pz(k)
C
(3.21)
where:
Lz set containing all the links that converge to link z
tw,z turning rate of link w to z
qsati saturation flow of link i, [veh/s]
pi green time for the phase that gives right-of-way to link i, [s]
Substituting Equations 3.20 and 3.21 in Equation 3.19, and assuming that the distur-
bances d inz and doutz are negligible:
xz(k+ 1) = xz(k)  qsatz pz(k) +
X
w2Lz
tw,zq
sat
w pw(k) (3.22)
leads to the typical form of the link traffic flowmodel. It is important to point out that
this model is clearly incapable of capturing platooning effects, queue spillbacks and
more important, it is only mathematically valid for saturated cases where the flow of
vehicles during the green time is kept at the saturation flow level of the given link,
i.e. it is integrally used to serve a discharging queue. But this does not exclude its
applicability in under-saturated traffic conditions, it just means that the modelling
error is greater at these conditions. As will be explained in Section 3.4.2.1 Model Pre-
dictive Control, this error was minimized with the introduction of new variables to
the model.
Even though x has been used to represent the amount of vehicles inside a link, it is
possible to interpret it as the amount of vehicles standing in queue at the time instant
just before the related traffic signal turns green, so that the vehicles that do not stand
in queue are represented by the inflow of vehicles coming from the converging links.
For this reason, x will be referred to as either the queue size or the total amount of
vehicles inside the link.
By inspecting Equation 3.22, it is possible to understand that, given its simplicity, the
only viable goal for the Green Control Module is to reduce the amount of vehicles in
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each link of the network through the choice of the amount of green of the correspond-
ing phases.
3.4.2 Control Problem
The original TUC implementation makes use of the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)
to solve the traffic control problem. The LQR comes from the optimal control theory
(Kirk 2004) and is essentially a feedback controller that calculates the control actions
based on theminimization of a quadratic function and accompanying linear differen-
tial equations that describe the system’s dynamics. The advantage of using the LQR
is that the solution may be calculated offline, regardless of the number of variables,
which can be translated, in this case, to the size of the network. For more details see
Appendix A.1 LQR.
Nevertheless, the use of a more flexible control technique, called Model Predictive
Control (MPC), was proposed by de Oliveira and Camponogara 2007 as a substi-
tute for the LQR in the TUC strategy, and has been confirmed as a better alternative
by Aboudolas et al. 2009, 2010. The MPC framework allows the direct implementa-
tion of constraints, which are taken into account during the calculation of the control
actions. The constraints are basically the maximum and minimum green times al-
lowed in the network, which in the former approach had to be corrected by an extra
consecutive step. Other constraints that may be implemented are: rate of change of
green times; and maximum number of vehicles allowed in one link, so that a gating
effect may prevent spillbacks and gridlocks by automatically limiting the green times
of the links converging to the bottlenecks in the network. This gating effect is actu-
ally inherent to the traffic model presented, but its influence may be potentialized by
limiting the amount of vehicles allowed in one link.
3.4.2.1 Model Predictive Control
MPC is a control technique that consists of an open-loopprediction of the system state
by the explicit use of its model. The prediction occurs on a rolling-horizon time frame
in which the control actions for each future interval are calculated with theminimiza-
tion of a cost function. At each run of the algorithm, only the control action of the next
interval is implemented and the rest of them gets discarded (Camacho and Bordons
2004). Just to illustrate the idea, imagine a fictitious system, represented by y, being
controlled at instant time k as depicted in Figure 3.4. Suppose that the objective is
to make y reach a given reference r. The MPC would then find the best set of control
actions u that leads the system to r by predicting how the system would respond ( yˆ)
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in a horizon of Np intervals. In the present implementation there is no distinction be-
tween the process prediction interval Np and the control prediction interval Nc, which
would usually be the case. Since the control variable used is the amount of green
given, it would make no sense to have a control interval Nc smaller than Np, outside
which the green value would be zero.
u
yˆ
y
r
k  1 k k+ 1 k+ i k+ Np time     
Figure 3.4: Rolling horizon (adapted from Camacho and Bordons 2004)
The quadratic cost function to be minimized, which represents the above given sce-
nario, can, in a simplified way, be expressed as:
J = W( yˆ   r)2 + Vu2 (3.23)
where W and V are the gains used to balance the importance of each goal of the cost
function: bring yˆ as close as possible to r; and minimize the control action u needed.
This depicts a single input/single output (SISO) scenario but may be easily extended
to a multiple input/multiple output (MIMO) case.
xB2x
A
2
xA1 x
B
1
qA1
qA2
pA2
pA1
A B
pB2
pB1
qB2
Figure 3.5: Simple network example
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Seeking a better understanding of how MPC is applied to the traffic control problem
in the present work, an example of a simple two intersection network is presented in
Figure 3.5. And the store-and-forwardmodel is used to describe the dynamics of each
link of the network:
xA1(k+ 1) = x
A
1(k)  qsatxA1 p
A
1(k) + Cq
A
1 (3.24)
xA2(k+ 1) = x
A
2(k)  qsatxA2 p
A
2(k) + Cq
A
2 (3.25)
xB1 (k+ 1) = x
B
1 (k) + t

xA1 ,x
B
1
qsat
xA1
pA1(k) + t

xA2 ,x
B
1
qsat
xA2
pA2(k)  qsatxB1 p
B
1 (k) (3.26)
xB2 (k+ 1) = x
B
2 (k)  qsatxB2 p
B
2 (k) + Cq
B
2 (3.27)
which, in turn, can be rewritten in matrix form as the state-space representation of
the system:
X (k+ 1) = AX (k) + Bu(k) +Hq
Y (k) = DX (k)
(3.28)
given:
X (k) =
h
xA1(k) x
A
2(k) x
B
1 (k) x
B
2 (k)
iü
A=
2666664
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
3777775
B =
266666664
 qsat
xA1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0  qsat
xA2
0 0 0 0 0 0
t
xA1 ,x
B
1
qsat
xA1
t
xA2 ,x
B
1
qsat
xA2
 qsat
xB1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0  qsat
xB2
0 0 0 0
377777775
u(k) =
h
pA1(k) p
A
2(k) p
B
1 (k) p
B
2 (k) s
A
1(k) s
A
2(k) s
B
1 (k) s
B
2 (k)
iü
Hq =
2666664
CqA1
CqA2
0
CqB2
3777775
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D =
2666664
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
3777775
where X (k) is the state-variable vector, and u(k) is the control-variable vector, which
contains not only the green time p of each phase, but also the green time of each stage
s, with:
pA1 2 sA1 pA2 2 sA2
pB1 2 sB1 pB2 2 sB2
Later, in the description of the minimization problem, phases are allowed to assume
zero values, and their upper limit is equal to the size of the stage it belongs to. Phases
belonging to the same stage are only granted with the necessary amount of green,
which keeps the model valid even in low demand conditions (with the LQR formula-
tion this was not possible because the control actions cannot be bounded). Stages
must add up to the size of the cycle length, and since they are also a variable of the
model, they may grow accompanying a more demanding phase until they reach the
minimum of the other stages. After the solution of the minimization problem, the
implemented green times are actually the resulting stage lengths.
The cost function minimization must take into account the whole prediction horizon,
thus the future values of X and Y must be calculated:
X (k+ 1) = AX (k) + Bu(k) +Hq
X (k+ 2) = AX (k+ 1) + Bu(k+ 1) +Hq
...
X (k+ Np) = AX (k+ Np   1) + Bu(k+ Np   1) +Hq (3.29)
Y (k) = DX (k)
Yˆ (k+ 1) = DX (k+ 1)
...
Yˆ (k+ Np) = DX (k+ Np) (3.30)
And since the prediction is based on the present time k, all the above Equations are
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written based on X (k), for now on represented as Xk :
X (k+ 1jk) = AXk + Bu(k) +Hq
X (k+ 2jk) = AX (k+ 1) + Bu(k+ 1) +Hq
= A[AXk + Bu(k) +Hq ] + Bu(k+ 1) +Hq
= A2Xk + ABu(k) + AHq + Bu(k+ 1) +Hq
X (k+ 3jk) = AX (k+ 2) + Bu(k+ 2) +Hq
= A[A2Xk + ABu(k) + AHq + Bu(k+ 1) +Hq ]
+ Bu(k+ 2) +Hq
= A3Xk + A
2Bu(k) + A2Hq + ABu(k+ 1) + AHq
+ Bu(k+ 2) +Hq
) X (k+ jjk) = A jXk +
j 1X
p=0
A j p 1Bu(k+ p) +
j 1X
p=0
A j p 1Hq (3.31)
) Yˆ (k+ jjk) = DA jXk +
j 1X
p=0
DA j p 1Bu(k+ p) +
j 1X
p=0
DA j p 1Hq (3.32)
which can also be put in matrix form:26666666664
Yˆ (k+ 1jk)
Yˆ (k+ 2jk)
Yˆ (k+ 3jk)
...
Yˆ (k+ Npjk)
37777777775
=
26666666664
DA
DA2
DA3
...
DANp
37777777775
Xk+
26666666664
DB 0nm 0nm    0nm
DAB DB 0nm    0nm
DA2B DAB DB 0nm
...
...
. . .
DANp 1B DANp 2B DANp 3B    DB
37777777775
26666666664
u(k)
u(k+ 1)
u(k+ 2)
...
u(k+ Np   1)
37777777775
+
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26666666664
DHq 0n1 0n1    0n1
DAHq DHq 0n1    0n1
DA2Hq DAHq DHq 0n1
...
...
. . .
DANp 1Hq DA
Np 2Hq DA
Np 3Hq    DHq
37777777775
(3.33)
where:
0i j zero matrix with i rows and j columns
n number of state variables (number of links)
m number of control variables (number of phases + number of stages)
and further summarized to:
Yˆ =
26666666664
Yˆ (k+ 1jk)
Yˆ (k+ 2jk)
Yˆ (k+ 3jk)
...
Yˆ (k+ Npjk)
37777777775
M =
26666666664
DA
DA2
DA3
...
DANp
37777777775
F =
26666666664
DB 0nm 0nm    0nm
DAB DB 0nm    0nm
DA2B DAB DB 0nm
...
...
. . .
DANp 1B DANp 2B DANp 3B    DB
37777777775
u=
26666666664
u(k)
u(k+ 1)
u(k+ 2)
...
u(k+ Np   1)
37777777775
H =
26666666664
DHq 0n1 0n1    0n1
DAHq DHq 0n1    0n1
DA2Hq DAHq DHq 0n1
...
...
. . .
DANp 1Hq DANp 2Hq DANp 3Hq    DHq
37777777775
) Yˆ = MXk + Fu+H (3.34)
Equation 3.34 represents the evolution of the controlled system variables during the
prediction interval [k+1, . . . , k+Np], andmaynowbeused inEquation 3.23 to complete
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the description of the problem to be solved:
R = rx [
nNpz }| {
1111 . . . 1]ü (3.35)
J =
 
Yˆ  RüW  Yˆ  R+ uüVu (3.36)
=
 
MXk + Fu+H  R
ü
W
 
MXk + Fu+H  R

+ uüVu (3.37)
The dimension of the reference vector R is equal to the number of rows of matrix D,
nNp, whichmaps the state variables being controlledmultiplied by the size of the pre-
diction horizon. Its magnitude, rx , may be set to zero, since the goal of the algorithm
is to reduce the amount of vehicles inside the links. Matrix W may be depicted as a
block diagonal matrix:
W =
26666666664
Wx 0nn 0nn    0nn
0nn Wx 0nn    0nn
0nn 0nn Wx 0nn
...
. . .
0nn 0nn    0nn Wx
37777777775
(3.38)
where Wx is also diagonal, and is repeated according to the size of Np. Returning to
the example in Figure 3.5, the matrix Wx would have the following structure:
Wx =
2666664
 
xA,max1
 2
0 0 0
0
 
xA,max2
 2
0 0
0 0
 
xB,max1
 2
0
0 0 0
 
xB,max2
 2
3777775 (3.39)
The gain
 
xmaxz
 2 normalizes the effect that each queue incurs to the system. Divid-
ing the number of vehicles of a given link by its maximum capacity guarantees that
shorter links with the same amount of vehicles of longer links get priority over the
latter because they are actually relatively more loaded. Matrix V, on the other hand,
may be simply described as an identity matrix, multiplied by a gain vu, which is used
to regulate the strength of the control actions. Its dimension is equal to the number
of control variables multiplied by Np.
In Equation 3.37,MXk , H and R are constantmatrices and a little work around is done
in order to put it in the form expected from a quadratic problem solver:
L= R MXk  H
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) J = (Fu  L)üW(Fu  L) + uüVu
= uüFüWFu  uüFüWL  LüWFu+ LüWL+ uüVu
and since W is a diagonal Matrix Wü = W , thus
 
uüFüWL
ü
= LüWüFu= LüWFu
) J = uüFüWFu  2LüWFu+ LüWL+ uüVu
For the minimization procedure the constant values are omitted:
J = uü(FüWF + V)u  2LüWFu+ : constantLüWL
) J = uü(FüWF + V)u  2LüWFu
and making Q = 2(FüWF + V) and g =  2LüWF :
J =
1
2
uüQu+ gu (3.40)
which is the final form expected by the solver, where Q and g are the input data and
u the solution of the quadratic minimization problem:
minimize
s,p
J
subject to: 0¶ pz ¶
X
i2Spz
si +
X
j2Ipz
L j , (8z 2 P)
sminz ¶ sz ¶ smaxz , (8z 2 S)X
j2SJn

s j(k) + L j

= C transJn , (8n 2 J )X
j2SJn

s j(k+ i   1) + L j

= C ref, (8n 2 J ; i = 2 . . .Np)
(3.41)
where:
Spz set containing the stages encompassed by phase z
Ipz set containing the interstages encompassed by phase z
P set containing all phases of the network
S set containing all stages of the network
smaxz maximum available green time for stage z, [s]
sminz minimum available green time for stage z, [s]
C transJn transition cycle of junction n
This optimization problem is solved at each cycle with updated values for Xk and Hq .
These fresh values are derived from a traffic state estimator that converts the readings
from detector loops on each link to number of vehicles.
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Even though it hasn’t been shown, there might be some cases where it is necessary
to fix the length of some stages, e.g. pedestrian stages. These cases are easily over-
come by adding an extra set of constraints to the Minimization Problem 3.41. It is just
enough to state that the related stages have their upper and lower bounds equal to
their fixed lengths:
sfixz ¶ sz ¶ sfixz , (8z 2 S fix) (3.42)
where:
sfixz fixed length of stage z, [s]
S fix set containing the stages with fixed lengths
MPC has also been recently used in other alternatives for online urban traffic control,
as in Kamal et al. 2012; Le et al. in press 2013; Lin et al. 2011, where they have pro-
posed different traffic models to be mapped into the MPC framework. Their goal was
more focused in applying a better traffic model, capable of better representing the
formation of queues and/or how the traffic dynamics take place. Unfortunately, they
were not able to offer an alternative that allows the expected integrated control of all
three traffic variables: cycle; offsets; and splits. Lin et al. introduced a macroscopic
traffic model, called S Model, which accurately monitors the exchange of traffic vol-
umes between each intersection of the network, and minimizes the total time spent
(TTS) in its objective function. Even though it allows the use of different cycle lengths
for each intersection, its structure makes it really difficult to account for changing off-
sets because the update period must be a multiple of the cycle lengths, i.e. the least
common multiple of the current cycles lengths across the network, which turns the
control strategy unusable during a change of offsets in the network. Kamal et al., in
the other hand, presented a traffic model that allows the free change of cycle lengths
during the operation of the control strategy. Each intersection cycle is not synchro-
nized with the neighbouring ones by the use of a common cycle length, letting the
model’s dynamic decide how they progress. The objective function to be minimized
maps the amount of vehicles in the network. The presented results show good perfor-
mance against the reference cases, but it still lacks a better assessment by presenting
more realistic scenarios and how it compares, for example, to a network with opti-
mized and synchronized fixed time signal plans. Last but not least, Le et al. proposed
a traffic model that better represents the spacial dimension of a traffic network. Ac-
cording to each link’s length a compatible number of storing compartments is used to
represent the moving of traffic through time. This feature is welcome in cases where
links are long and it takes more than a cycle period to cross them. Otherwise, it be-
haves much like the store-and-forward model used in the current work.
4 | Proposed Modifications to TUC
One of TUC’s characteristics is that each control module in its structure operates inde-
pendently from one another. Particularly, the transition cycles chosen by the Offset
Control Module are implemented regardless of their influence in the operation of the
network. Analysing theworks of Lee andWilliams 2009; Pohlmann and Friedrich
2010; Shelby et al. 2006, a potential point for improvement has been identified in
TUC’s approach. In these works, different techniques for changing the offsets are
analysed and compared. They show that the impact of changing the offsets may be
reduced by choosing an appropriate transition technique.
Recalling TUC’s method for reaching desired offsets in Section 3.3 Offset Control Mod-
ule, Chapter 3 TUC, the transition cycles may freely range from minimum to maxi-
mum cycle lengths regardless of how saturated the networkmay be. Besides that, be-
cause only one transition cycle is allowed, in cases where the transition cyclemust be
greater than the maximum cycle allowed, the desired offset cannot be fully reached.
Another potential improvement sought was to enable TUC to handle secondary off-
sets, which may be of great value in meshed networks. In such networks there may
be multiple traffic streams crossing each other where their demands vary throughout
the day. Opposed to TUC’s original objective, it may be of interesting value to allow
the onset of desired offsets in the crossing streams which are controlled by the sec-
ondary stages in the signal plans.
Summarizing, therewere threemain reasons thatmotivated the current investigation:
• The original implementation of offsets in TUC must occur in a single
cycle, which may lead to unwanted disruptions in the traffic flow;
• The chosen transition cycles regard only the affected pair of intersec-
tions, i.e. their influence on their neighbouring intersections is com-
pletely overseen.
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• Given TUC’s original concept, it is not possible to apply offsets between
secondary stages, which would be an interesting feature for mesh net-
works;
The solution proposed in this work takes advantage of the already available traffic
model usedbyTUC’sGreenControlModule to calculate the transition cycles. The idea
is that by informing theGreenControlModule the desired offsets, it will determine the
transition cycles that will have less impact in the operation of the network. This also
means that the transition cycles may be distributed among the consecutive updates
of the control actions, diminishing the disruption caused by the changes.
4.1 Proposed Alternative
4.1.1 Green Control Module Extension
Instead of letting the Offset Control Module blindly calculate the lengths of the tran-
sition cycles, the task was transferred to the Green Control Module. The path found
to try to circumvent the mentioned imperfections relies on the simple addition of ex-
tra equations to the existing set presented in Section 3.4 Green Control Module, i.e.
the system of equations used in TUC’s Green Control Module that describe the net-
work dynamics. Even though the underlying Store-and-Forward traffic flow model is
incapable of modeling the influence of offsets on the behaviour of traffic, the neces-
sary transition cycles do affect the rate at which vehicles are transferred through the
network by modifying the length of cycles.
Basically, the idea is to furnish the desired offsets to the Green Control Module and
allow it to decide how these offsets will be reached. It will decide which cycles will be
extended and which will be shortened taking into consideration how the necessary
change in length of each stagemay affect the development of the queues as described
by its traffic flow model.
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Figure 4.1: Relative Offset
The necessary equations, that allow the proposed approach, may be better under-
stood by looking at Figure 4.1. It depicts the progression in time of two signal plans,
one from intersectionAand theother from B. It shows the relationshipbetween stages,
cycles and offsets at time k, and also what might happen at the next update interval,
k + 1, after new control actions take effect. As one of the goals of the current work
was to allow the maintenance of offsets between secondary stages, it is shown what
it would be like to describe the relative offset between the second stage of a given
intersection A and the third stage of intersection B:
sA2 ,s
B
3
(k+ 1) = sA2 ,sB3
(k) + sB3 (k  1) + LsB3 + s
B
1 (k) + LsB1
+ sB2 (k) + LsB2
 

sA2(k  1) + LsA2 + s
A
1(k) + LsA1
 (4.1)
Note that this also implies that the resulting cycle lengths will be affected by the stage
lengths calculated at time instant k:
CJA(k+ 1) = s
A
1(k) + LsA1
+ sA2(k) + LsA2
(4.2)
CJB (k+ 1) = s
B
1 (k) + LsB1
+ sB2 (k) + LsB2
+ sB3 (k) + LsB3
(4.3)
which means that not only the offsets must be controlled but also the cycle lengths.
Treating offsets and cycles as variables gives an extra degree of freedom to the system.
This allows it to choose a better way of reaching these values concerning the impact
they may cause in the development of the queues. It also means that these values
may be reached in more than one cycle period, proportioning a smoother change in
offsets.
With the additional equation set, it is now necessary to bind it together with the ex-
isting one. For the sake of clarity, the same example depicted in Figure 3.5, Section
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3.4.2.1 Model Predictive Control, is used and the updated equations now read:
xA1(k+ 1) = x
A
1(k)  qsatxA1 p
A
1(k) + CJA(k)q
A
1 (4.4)
xA2(k+ 1) = x
A
2(k)  qsatxA2 p
A
2(k) + CJA(k)q
A
2 (4.5)
xB1 (k+ 1) = x
B
1 (k) + t

xA1 ,x
B
1
qsat
xA1
pA1(k) + t

xA2 ,x
B
1
qsat
xA2
pA2(k)  qsatxB1 p
B
1 (k) (4.6)
xB2 (k+ 1) = x
B
2 (k)  qsatxB2 p
B
2 (k) + CJB (k)q
B
2 (4.7)
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1
(k+ 1) = sA1 ,sB1
(k) + sB1 (k) + LsB1
+ sB2 (k) + LsB2
  sA1(k)  LsA1   s
A
2(k)  LsA2 (4.8)
sA2 ,s
B
1
(k+ 1) = sA2 ,sB1
(k) + sB1 (k) + s
B
2 (k) +
X
i2SJB
Li   sA1(k)  sA2(k  1) 
X
i2SJA
Li (4.9)
CJA(k+ 1) =
X
i2SJA
Li +
X
j2SJA
s j(k) (4.10)
CJB (k+ 1) =
X
i2SJB
Li +
X
j2SJB
s j(k) (4.11)
This new set of equations may again be written in matrix form as the state-space
representation of the system:
(k+ 1) = Ak(k) + Bu(k) +HL
Y (k) = D(k)
(4.12)
which is exactly the same structure appearing in Equation 3.28, but with:
(k) =
h
xA1(k) x
A
2(k) x
B
1 (k) x
B
2 (k) sA1 ,s
B
1
(k) 
sA2 ,s
B
1
(k) CJA(k) CJB (k) s
A
2(k  1)
iü
Ak =
2666666666666666666664
1 0 0 0 0 0 qA1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 qA2 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 qB2 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3777777777777777777775
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B =
266666666666666666666664
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0  qsat
xA2
0 0 0 0 0 0
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B
1
qsat
xA1
t
xA2 ,x
B
1
qsat
xA2
 qsat
xB1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0  qsat
xB2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0  1  1 1 1
0 0 0 0  1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
377777777777777777777775
u(k) =
h
pA1(k) p
A
2(k) p
B
1 (k) p
B
2 (k) s
A
1(k) s
A
2(k) s
B
1 (k) s
B
2 (k)
iü
HL =
266666666666666666666666666664
0
0
0
0X
i2SJB
Li  
X
i2SJA
LiX
i2SJB
Li  
X
i2SJA
LiX
i2SJA
LiX
i2SJB
Li
0
377777777777777777777777777775
D =
2666666666666666664
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
3777777777777777775
Apart from the new offset and cycle variables, it is also necessary to incorporate sA2
into the state variables in order to keep track of the secondary offset sA2 ,sB1 during the
prediction window. As a general rule, all stages that occur after the stage being used
as reference for a given secondary offset, including the stage itself, must be added to
the state variable vector, . The only exception is when the reference stage is the first
one of the cycle.
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4.1.1.1 Control Problem
Now that the offsets and cycles have been incorporated into the model, the traffic
control problem must be updated accordingly. Just like it was done in Section 3.4.2.1
Model Predictive Controlwith the queue values, references are passed to thenewmod-
eled variables and the goal of the traffic control problem is to reduce the difference
between them. The references for the cycles and offsets come from the Cycle and Off-
set Control Module, as expected. Recalling Equation 3.36:
J =
 
Yˆ  RüW  Yˆ  R+ uüVu
vector Rmust now incorporate the new references, and, not less important, matrixW
must distribute the gains that will guide the decision on how the references will be
followed. Vector R is now composed of the concatenation of the references repeated
according to the prediction window size Np:
Ri =
h
Rx R RC
iü
, (i = 1 . . .Np) (4.13)
R =
h
R1 R2 R3    RNp
iü
(4.14)
where Rxare the queue references, R are the offset references and RC are cycle refer-
ences. For the specific example in Figure 3.5 they would be:
Rx =
2666664
0
0
0
0
3777775 R =
2664
ref
sA1 ,s
B
1
ref
sA2 ,s
B
1
3775 RC =
24C ref
C ref
35
Similarly, matrix W is also expanded with the gains associated to each set of state
variables:
Wi =
26664
Wx 0nxn 0nxnC
0nnx W 0nnC
0nCnx 0nCn WC
37775 , (i = 1 . . .Np) (4.15)
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W =
26666666664
W1 0nn 0nn    0nn
0nn W2 0nn    0nn
0nn 0nn W3 0nn
...
. . .
0nn 0nn    0nn WNp
37777777775
(4.16)
where Wx , W and WC for the same example would be:
Wx = w
?
x
266666666664
w
xA1
xA,max1
2 0 0 0
0
w
xA2
xA,max2
2 0 0
0 0
w
xB1
xB,max1
2 0
0 0 0
w
xB2
xB,max2
2
377777777775
W = w
?

264wsA1 ,sB1 0
0 w
sA2 ,s
B
1
375 WC = w?C
241 0
0 1
35
The new gains incorporated in W are used to counterbalance the importance of each
different set of goals being minimized in the cost function. This is done by adjusting
the ratio w?x : w? : w?C , and may be fine tuned for each application. Now, in general
terms, the cost function may be read as:
J = kxkWx + k  refkW + kC   C refkWC + kukV (4.17)
With the cost function restructured, the minimization problem to be solved by the
Green Control Module is also updated:
minimize
s,p
J
subject to: 0¶ pz ¶
X
i2Spz
si +
X
j2Ipz
L j , (8z 2 P)
sminz ¶ sz ¶ smaxz , (8z 2 S)
Cmin ¶
X
i2SJn
 
si + Li

¶ Cmax, (8n 2 J )
(4.18)
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4.1.2 Offset Module
The present work, attaining to TUC’s philosophy, seeks the achievement of efficient
traffic control by following simple rules. TUC’s approach uses a very simple traffic
model. This model cannot provide estimates of traffic delay, travel time or number of
stops asmost of the other existing traffic control solutions can. Therefore, the control
actions are solely based onwhat the employed trafficmodel candescribe, which is the
distribution of vehicles across the network. The central idea of TUC is that a balanced
accumulation of traffic in all the controlled links will also guarantee that, in general
terms, delays as well as travel times will be reduced.
In the same path, the offsets are determined according to the size of the downstream
queues. This ensures that just enough time is given for the queues to dissipate before
the vehicles, which are coming from the upstream intersections, reach them. This
strategy is quite straightforward and eliminates the need of using a more complex
solution that would determine offsets by optimizing delays, travel times or number of
stops.
For the sake of clarification, the available traffic control solution proposed in Pohl-
mann 2010, which determines the offsets by optimizing traffic delays, was analysed.
The resulting behaviour of traffic being controlled by Pohlmann’s ATCS showed a
different pattern in different situations. Contradicting TUC’s, otherwise, plausible
strategy, Pohlmann’s offsets were not always ensuring progression for the most de-
manding traffic stream. In order to better understand the dynamics involved, a sim-
ple network with two intersections was built in a microscopic traffic simulation soft-
ware. This network is quite similar to the example depicted in Figure 4.2, but with-
out the third intersection JC . Within a fixed traffic demand scenario (with a reason-
able amount of traffic being routed from phase pA2 to pB1 ), fixed time signal plans were
generated using Webster’s formula for calculating optimal cycle lengths and green
time percentages. After that, all possible offsets between the two intersections were
tested. Then, the setting with the best results in terms of traffic delays was visually
revised. Through this setup it was also possible to choose different schemes for traffic
demands and routes in order to observe how the best offset setting found was affect-
ing the dynamics of traffic. With these experiments, it was visually possible to infer
that the best offset value (the one that resulted in less overall traffic delays) for a given
traffic condition was effectively not prioritizing the progression of the most demand-
ing traffic stream. Measuring the average queues being served by both pA3 and pB1 , and
calculatingwhat offsetswouldhavebeen stipulatedbyTUC’s approach for eachof the
competing streams, it has been realized that the wining offset value would always lie
in between these offset values. Furthermore, by changing which traffic stream had
the most traffic, the wining offset value also seemed to shift towards it.
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Figure 4.2: Offset example
Without any further proof, and trying to keep the design simple, an unpretentious
and unconventional new way of determining the offsets has also been investigated.
With the support given by the proposed extensions to the system’s model, it was now
possible to focus on further alternatives that may now be enforced by the Offset Mod-
ule. Reviewing TUC’s approach to offsets in two way arterials, for each intersection
pair, the direction with the highest demand would have been granted with its “desir-
able” offset, while the other direction would not be considered. Even though this is
not common practice, instead of implementing the desirable offset of one of the direc-
tions, a mean value of the two conflicting offsets is chosen. Making an analogy to the
center of gravity, the offset to be implemented would be the center of mass between
both offsets, by substituting the mass with the demand of each traffic stream.
With the extensions proposed earlier in Section 4.1.1 Green Control Module Extension,
it is also possible to think of cases where even secondary offsets would influence the
final offset. In these cases, as illustrated in Figure 4.2, the expected offset between
intersections A and B, refA,B, would be the “center of demand” of the possible existing
offsets:
OA,B =
 
pA1 , p
B
1

,
 
pA2 , p
B
1

,
 
pB3 , p
A
3

,
 
pB2 , p
A
3
	
(4.19)
qtotOA,B = t

pA1 ,p
B
1
qA1 + t

pA2 ,p
B
1
qA2 + t

pB3 ,p
A
3
qB3 + t

pB2 ,p
A
3
qB2 (4.20)
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refA,B =
1
qtotOA,B
X
i2OA,B
refi q

i (4.21)
where:
OA,B set containing the available offsets between intersections A and B
qtotOA,B total traffic demand related to the offsets inOA,B, [veh/s]
ti, j turning rate of the traffic flow from phase i to phase j, [-]
qi traffic demand, with the turning rate incorporated, related to offset
ref
i ,
[veh/s]
Actually, this exact weighting scheme cannot be directly implemented because the
secondary offsets have different points of reference, but a similar approach is imple-
mented. Recalling the gainmatrixW , the reference vector R, and their corresponding
building blocks W and R , it is possible to distribute the gains according to the rel-
ative demands of each offset. In the example just showed, matrix W and R would
be:
W = w
?

t
pA1 ,p
B
1
qA1
qtotOA,B
0 0 0 0 0
0
t
pA2 ,p
B
1
qA2
qtotOA,B
0 0 0 0
0 0
t
pB3 ,p
A
3
qB3
qtotOA,B
0 0 0
0 0 0
t
pB2 ,p
A
3
qB2
qtotOA,B
0 0
0 0 0 0
t
pC1 ,p
B
2
qC1
qtotOB,C
0
0 0 0 0 0
t
pC2 ,p
B
2
qC2
qtotOB,C
2666666666666666666666666666666664
3777777777777777777777777777777775
(4.22)
R =

ref
pA1 ,p
B
1
ref
pA2 ,p
B
1
ref
pB3 ,p
A
3
ref
pB2 ,p
A
3
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2
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B
2
ü
(4.23)
which has the same effect that Equation 4.21 would produce when accordingly ap-
plied to the other set of offsets OB,C =
 
pC1 , p
B
2

,
 
pC2 , p
B
2
	
. The Offset Module is now
in charge of not only calculating the desirable offsets but also to determine the gains
that will be used by the Green Control Module regarding the offsets.
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It is also important to point out that the queue values used in the Offset Module are
not exactly the queue lengths present during the switch from red to green of the down-
stream intersection, but the downstream queue length values at the instant that the
upstream traffic signal releases its traffic stream. Take for example the two compet-
ing offsetspA1 ,pB1 andpA2 ,pB1 from previous example depicted in Figure 4.2. The queue
length values in pB1 are different for each case and must be accounted for during the
calculation of the offset. The estimation of these different values is made possible
with Queue Predictor presented in the next Chapter.
4.1.2.1 Mesh Networks
Last but not least, it is also important to discuss how mesh networks were treated in
the view of offset setting. In mesh networks, like the one depicted in Figure 4.3, the
formation of loops between the links makes it impossible to guarantee that the each
pair of intersections will be granted with an “ideal” offset. A loop is any possible
closed geometrical form that may be constructed with the use of consecutive links
in the network. For contemplating all offsets in a loop, it is necessary that the sum
of the primary offsets must be a value multiple of the common cycle of the network.
This condition is dependent on the geometry of the network and the traffic conditions,
which can only be met in fortuitous scenarios.
JA
JH JG JF
JE
JDJC
JB
Figure 4.3: Mesh network
Given the available gain structure inmatrixW it would have been possible to handle
conflicting loop offsets by following a similar approach to two way roads, where each
traffic stream involved receives a weight proportional to its traffic demand. Two way
road segments/links are actually a particular case of a mesh network, with just two
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junctions involved. A similar weighting scheme, where the gain is a percentage of the
total demand, could be employed for the the road segments in the loop, only if none
of the segments is part of another loop. Looking at Figure 4.3, it is possible to identify
six different loops:
 
AB, BG, GH, HA

,
 
BG, GF , FE, EB

,
 
CD, DE, EB, BC

,
 
AB,
EB, FE, GF , GH, HA

,
 
CD, DE, FE, GF , BG, BC

,
 
AB, BC , CD, DE, FE, GF , GH, HA
	
,
where each loop has at least one segment that belongs to another loop. In these cases,
even if the gains (related to each loop the segment belongs to) were concatenated, the
weighting scheme would not work as intended. Take for example the segment FE, it
belongs to four of the existing loops. Following the weighting structure used for the
internal flows, the resultant gain related to FE would be:
wF,E =
qtotOF,E
qtotOB,G,F,E
qtotOF,E
qtotOC ,D,E,F,G,B
qtotOF,E
qtotOA,B,E,F,G,H
qtotOF,E
qtotOA,B,C ,D,E,F,G,H
(4.24)
Now compare to the expected concatenated gains of the segment BG, that is part of
the same inner loop
 
BG, GF , FE, EB

, but that belongs to just three of the loops:
wG,B =
qtotOB,G
qtotOB,G,F,E
qtotOB,G
qtotOC ,D,E,F,G,B
qtotOB,G
qtotOA,B,G,H
(4.25)
Even if their demands were the same, qtotOB,G = q
tot
OF,E , segment GB would have priority
over FE because its final gain wG,B would probably be bigger (remember that each
factor of the product is a number in the range [0.0,1.0]). Either way, their relative
gains would not be compatible with their relative demands.
Algorithm 4.1: Loop breaker
' : set containing all loops in the network;
foreach 'i 2 ' do
demand 1;
segmentToEliminate NONE;
foreach segment j 2 'i do
if qsegment j < demand then
demand qsegment j ;
segmentToEliminate segment j;
foreach  j 2 segmentToEliminate do
w j  0.0;
Since the same weighting scheme would not work for all network types, it was left to
be used only for calculating the inner gains for each intersection pair. When there are
loops, the Algorithm 4.1 Loop breaker is run and the weakest segment of each loop,
the one with the lowest demand, is eliminated (bymaking the associated gains equal
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to zero), settling the case.
Associated with the findings from the offsets experiments performed, the possibility
of playingwith the gains inmatrixW have led to the proposal of three different offset
strategies: Selfish; Democratic; and Partially Democratic, that are enforced by the
Offset Control Module.
4.1.2.2 Selfish Strategy
TheSelfishStrategy is actually theusual casewhere only one traffic stream, belonging
to a pair of junctions, is granted with the “green-wave”. The only difference is that
perhaps a secondary offsetmay be chosen, as long as it has the highest trafficdemand.
The Offset Module implements this strategy by simply setting the gains that will be
used in matrix W to zero, for the offsets with lower traffic demands, and to 1.0, for
the offsets with the highest demands from each pair of intersections. This strategy
plays the role of a reference case to be compared against the others. In the example
shown in Figure 4.2, if t
pB3 ,p
A
3
qB3 and tpC2 ,pB2
qC2 were the highest demands, thematrixW
would be:
W = w
?

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
2666666664
3777777775
4.1.2.3 Democratic Strategy
TheDemocratic Strategy brings together all the potentialmade available by the exten-
sions proposed in this investigation. All possible offsets are taken into consideration,
and their gains in matrix W are adjusted to emulate the “center of demand” effect,
and, using the example in Figure 4.2, would assume the exact formpresented in Equa-
tion 4.22.
4.1.2.4 Partially Democratic Strategy
This Strategy follows the same path of the previous one, but it only grants offsetmain-
tenance for the most demanding traffic streams in each pair of intersections. The
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offsets included must add up to at least 50% of the associated total traffic demand.
Taking the example of Figure 4.2 again, and assuming:
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1
qA2 <t
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A
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2
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B
1
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
pB3 ,p
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3
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2
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t
pC1 ,p
B
2
qC1 >t

pC2 ,p
B
2
qC2
the resulting W would be:
W = w
?

0 0 0 0 0 0
0
t
pA2 ,p
B
1
qA2
qpartOA,B
0 0 0 0
0 0
t
pB3 ,p
A
3
qB3
qpartOA,B
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
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0 0 0 0 0 0
266666666666666664
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with qpartOA,B = t

pA2 ,p
B
1
qA2+ t

pB3 ,p
A
3
qB3 . And since there are only two competing traffic streams
with their associated offsets between intersections JB and JC , the position related to
the most demanding one receives gain 1 and the other gain 0.
4.1.3 Unexpected Setback
The new cost function proposed (Equation 4.17) must be syntonized to allow a har-
monic balance in the achievement of each of its goals: reduce the number of vehicles
inside the network; reach the given offsets; and attain to the desired common cycle
length. This is done by tuning the gains in matrix W , i.e. adjusting the gains’ ratio
w?x : w
?
 : w
?
C and their individual absolute values. The policy chosen was to keep
these gains constant and independent from traffic conditions, which allows the con-
trol strategy to automatically give more weight to the goal that aims the reduction of
the number of vehicles inside the network as its demands increase. Reminding Equa-
tion 4.17, the higher the demands, the bigger are the queues and number of vehicles
inside, the greater is the factor kxkWx in relation to the others.
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After an extensive tuning, the balanced gains found for the ratio w?x : w? : w?C caused
an unexpected output whenever there were any secondary offsets active during the
minimization of the cost function. In the attempt to conform to the specified sec-
ondary offset, the stages before the one being referencedwere frequently getting com-
pressed until their minimum values, causing great harm to the operation of the net-
work. This compression effect canbebetter visualized in the example shown inFigure
4.4. The offset sA2 ,sB3 may force the stages s
A
1, sB1 and sB2 to retract. This effect occurs
in undersaturated scenarios, where the relative influence of x is much smaller than
 in the output of the cost function, and where the actual green time distributed for
the phases by the controller is mostly governed by the size of the cycles other than by
the size of the queues. But, it is also observed, independent from traffic conditions,
if a conflicting primary offset pushes the beginning of the cycle against the other di-
rection.
sA1 ,s
B
1
(k)
k k+ 1
JA LsA1 LsA2
LsB3
LsB2
LsB1
sA1(k) s
A
2(k)
sB3 (k)s
B
2 (k)s
B
1 (k)JB
sA2 ,s
B
3
(k+ 1)
time
Figure 4.4: Secondary offset compression effect
This problem could have been eliminated by simply reducing the value of w? , but this
solution required such lowvalues forw? that, at the end, thedesiredoffsetswouldnot
be reached in reasonable time. Another discarded solution made use of the available
room in the prediction window. Recalling the block structure of matrix W , depicted
in Equations 4.15 and 4.16, there is onematrixW for each future interval in the range
[1,Np]. Even though they were all supposed to be the same, it is possible to apply a
different scheme. The control actions that will be effectively used belong to the first
interval of the prediction horizon, k + 1, but, the remaining intervals may be forced
to keep similar conditions to the first one by adding extra constraints to the Control
Problem4.18. In this case, each stagewas constrained to bewithin a given range from
the previous interval, so that:
sz(k+ i   1) t ¶ sz(k+ i)¶ sz(k+ i   1) +t, (8z 2 S; i = 2 . . .Np) (4.26)
Thus, a given stage, along the consecutive intervals, would not change too much,
which would also mean that the offsets would not drift away too much. With this
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in mind, setting the gains of W to zero in the first interval, k+ 1, would still guaran-
tee that the offsets would reach a value close to their expected ones, and, more impor-
tantly, it would alleviate the strain on the green times. Once again, unfortunately, the
necessary values for t, that would eliminate the stage compression problem, were
so big that the offsets, at the end, would not be close to the expected references.
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Figure 4.5: Fixed time offset
The workaround found is based on the expected overall maintenance of the average
traffic conditions. With fixed time signal plans, it is easy to enforce secondary offsets
because the length of every green time remains fixed. In the example depicted in
Figure 4.5, which is the fixed time version of the same scenario in Figure 4.1, the offset
between stages sA2 and sB3 , sA2 ,sB3 , may be enforced by simply setting the primary offset
sA1 ,s
B
1
equal to:
sA1 ,s
B
1
= sA2 ,sB3
+ sA1 + LsA1
  sB1   LsB1   s
B
2   LsB2 (4.27)
In theotherhand, in anonline trafficcontrol system likeTUC, the stage lengths change
every cycle and a secondary offset may not be kept at the “ideal” point. Even though
this is true, it is reasonable to expect that this oscillation occurs around amean value,
and that the secondary offsets in this case would be as much affected as would be the
secondary offsets in a fixed time scenario, given the stochastic behaviour of traffic.
Assuming that the traffic conditions are constant during a limited time period, the
TUC’s calculated green times during this interim will oscillate around a mean value.
And this average may be calculated using TUC’s past signal plans. In the present
work, the past three signal plans are used to infer the next possible green times that
will be calculated by the Green Control Module, and a simple average of them is used
to determine the primary offset associated to the desired secondary offset. Using the
example in Figure 4.1 the desired secondary offset ref
sA2 ,s
B
3
would be achieved by calcu-
lating the associated approximate primary offset ref
sA1 ,s
B
1 jsA2 ,sB3 with the use of the past
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implemented stage lengths:
s¯A1 =
C ref(k+ 1)
3

sA1(k  1)
CJA(k)
+
sA1(k  2)
CJA(k  1)
+
sA1(k  3)
CJA(k  2)

(4.28)
s¯A2 =
C ref(k+ 1)
3

sA2(k  1)
CJA(k)
+
sA2(k  2)
CJA(k  1)
+
sA2(k  3)
CJA(k  2)

(4.29)
s¯B1 =
C ref(k+ 1)
3

sB1 (k  1)
CJB (k)
+
sB1 (k  2)
CJB (k  1)
+
sB1 (k  3)
CJB (k  2)

(4.30)
ref
sA1 ,s
B
1 jsA2 ,sB3  
ref
sA2 ,s
B
3
+ s¯A1 + LsA1
  s¯B1   LsB1   s¯
B
2 + LsB2 (4.31)
Now that theOffsetModule is capable ofmaintaining secondary offsetswith the above
presented transformations, the three different subtypes of offset control presented in
Section 4.1 Proposed Alternative: Selfish; Democratic; and Partially Democratic may
also be implemented. For the last two, the concept of “center of demand” may be
directly applied with the use of Equation 4.21, after the secondary offsets are “trans-
formed” in primary offsets. The resulting, final, offset reference found is then passed
to the Green Control Module, whichwill consider traffic conditions and neighbouring
offsets for generating the necessary signal plans.
It is important to point out that, in order for this approach to work, it is necessary
that both Cycle Control and Offset Control modules have the same update period and
that they occur always at the same time. Unlike the Green Control Module, which gets
updated at every new cycle, the last two modules define their cycle and offset refer-
ences for longer periods, in which they remain constant. If the renovation of these
references happens at different times, the unsynchronized change of the common cy-
cle lengthwould dislocate the secondary offsets, driving the system further away from
the expected operating point.
4.2 Legacy Alternative
The Legacy Alternative has been created in order to attest the usefulness of the former
one. The whole concept of the Proposed Alternative in Section 4.1 was aimed at pro-
portioning the ability to consider secondary offsets, and to enforce offsets in general
in a way that would disturb the least possible the traffic conditions. Given the limi-
tations of the traffic flow model used (see Section 3.4.1 Traffic Flow Model), it could
be possible that it would not be capable of reproducing the disturbances caused by
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the changing cycle lengths during the process of implementing new offsets. If this
was the case, then the Proposed Alternative could even cause more harm than ben-
efit comparing to TUC’s original strategy (one cycle transition plans), and perhaps a
much simpler approach would be better.
The first point to tackle was the one cycle transition plans. Instead of redesigning and
extending the Green Control Module, the Legacy Alternative only actuates in the Off-
set Control Module, keeping the rest of TUC’s configuration, as presented in Chapter
3, unaltered. Following the discussion in Shelby et al. 2006 and the offset configura-
tion inPohlmann2010, theOffset ControlModulewasmodified to limit the transition
cycles to20% of the current common cycle length, and to keep generating transition
plans until the desired offsets were reached, i.e. implementing the Shortwaymethod.
In order to deal with secondary offsets, the same approach presented previously in
Section 4.1.3 Unexpected Setback is used. The secondary offsets are “transformed”
into primary offsets, and depending on the subtype of offset control used (Selfish,
Democratic, or Partially Democratic), a final offset is calculated for each pair of inter-
sections. The transition cycles are then calculated successively as described in Sec-
tion 3.3 Offset Control Module in Chapter 3, and passed as fixed values for the Green
Control Module.
5 | Queue Estimation
All ATCSs need some sort of traffic state estimation to be capable of determining the
right set of actions that will produce a better operation of the traffic network. For
the TUC strategy, it is expected the availability of three types of magnitude: queue
size; traffic demand; and turning rate. Even though TUC (Diakaki 1999) has been
presented with an estimator for the number of vehicles inside the links, which dou-
bles as queue estimator, a new alternative has been developed and used throughout
the current investigation.
In the process of analysing how TUC’s Green Control Module functions, it was identi-
fied a possible way to improve its performance. TUC’s strategy aims the control of the
network by trying to respond to the stochastic behaviour of traffic, where the queue
lengths and vehicle flows change at each new cycle. In order to justify the frequency
at which TUC’s control actions are calculated, these changesmust be captured. Since
these control actions are to be applied on the next cycle, then the simple estimation of
the past queue lengths, or even the current amount of vehicles in each link, becomes
a suboptimal solution. The ideal scenario would be to predict the queues and, with
these future values, calculate the necessary amount of green for each of them.
Lookingat a trafficnetwork, it is possible to visualize that the trafficdemandof a given
link is made up of the traffic flow being let through the upstream links. In the same
way, the queues being formed are also a result of the queues that were served by the
upstream links. Therefore, if the dynamics of the network, along with the estimated
past queue lengths, are taken into consideration, it is possible to better assess how
the future queues will develop. And this was the path followed.
The literature presents many alternatives for the estimation of traffic states in urban
roads, but none of them really takes advantage of the use of the inherent dynamics
of the whole network in order to improve the estimation. There is a range of math-
ematical tools being used: Markov Chains (Viti and Zuylen 2004; Yu et al. 2003);
Neural Networks (Zheng et al. 2006); Kalman Filtering (Gang et al. 2007; Jabari and
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Liu 2013; Mück 2002b; Pueboobpaphan and Nakatsuji 2006; Tampère and Immers
2007); andCell TransmissionModel (Chenet al. 2010; Ganget al. 2007; Huet al. 2010;
Jabari and Liu 2012; Tampère and Immers 2007), which confer good results to the
solution, but do not directly fit the requirements of the current application. Except
the recent work from Jabari and Liu, they either need a much larger interval between
each estimation, or just limit the scope to individual road stretches, which in most
cases is due to their complexity. Seeking a much simpler approach, Vigos and Papa-
georgiou 2010 presented a queue estimatormuch similar to the one in Diakaki 1999,
where individual queue lengths are a direct product of the occupancy of single loop
detectors situated in the middle of the links.
From the above cited works, Tampère and Immers 2007 is the one that better approx-
imates the envisioned solution. It uses the CTM as a model for the whole network,
and, by mirroring the information from detectors into the related cells in the model,
it is capable of furnishing the desired traffic states. The disadvantage of this tech-
nique is that a much refined traffic information is needed, so that its resolution in
time matches the one in the model, e.g. detector occupancy with a one second reso-
lution. Apart from that, the estimation ends up being restrictive in its effectiveness,
because only the state estimates of the cells neighbouring the one associated to the
real physical detector really profit from it.
Even though the proposed solution resembles the work from Tampère and Immers, it
was actually initially inspired by Mück 2002b. Mück divides the estimation problem
in two steps: a queue length estimation is made based on the fill-up time of an induc-
tive loop detector located on the link in subject; and then, this “raw”measurement is
fed to an Extended Kalman Filter (Anderson and Moore 2012) coupled with a delay
and queue length model proposed by Kimber and Hollis 1979. The current solution
uses the same strategy. It applies local estimations of queue lengths asmeasurements
for a more complex model attached to an Unscented Kalman Filter (Julier et al. 1995;
Julier and Uhlmann 1997). By substituting the model with a CTM encompassing
the whole network, it is possible to account for the influence of the dynamics of the
network in the formation of the queues. Besides that, a third step is incorporated to
the technique, which uses the CTM, updated with the values from the former step, to
simulate future developments of the queues and functioning as a queue predictor.
The following sections will describe each component of the proposed queue predic-
tion technique.
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5.1 Local Queue Estimation
For the first step of the proposed queue estimator two alternatives were tested. The
first one was the original method proposed by Mück 2002b, which uses the fill-up
time of the detector. And the second one, slightly different, was the local queue es-
timator proposed by Vigos and Papageorgiou 2010, which is based on the detector
occupancy.
5.1.1 Mück’s Local Queue Estimator
Mück’s local queue estimator relates the time that a growing queue takes to reach the
inductive loop detector, the fill-up time, and the final length of the queue. The longer
it takes, the smaller is the demand and therefore, the smaller is the queue.
Before the estimation can be applied, there is the need to collect two different set of
real/actual measurements on the location in subject. The first, of course, is the real
queue length, x real, occurring in each cycle. And the second one, is the associated fill-
up time of the detector t fill. For better results, the gathering of a reasonable amount
of measurements is expected. When possible, the observation period should include
different traffic conditions. The value of t fill must be incremented from the instant
the signal changes from green to yellow/red until the associated detector reaches full
occupancy, or, the signal changes back to green, whichever comes first. In case the
detector is not reached by the growing queue, an arbitrary big value must be added
to t fill, so that it does not count as “filled”. In each successive cycle, a collected mea-
surement pair

x realk , t
fill
k

is time-indexed, k, and stored. Afterwards, the fill-up time
is processed by creating the jam parameter  and applying it to each measurement:
k =
8<: 1 t
fill
k ¶ t
ref
0 t fillk > t
ref
(5.1)
where tref is the reference fill-up time, which must be tuned for each link. After this
preliminary step, both  and x real are filtered through exponential smoothing and
become ¯ and x¯:
¯k = 
tauk + (1 tau)¯k 1 (5.2)
x¯k = 
queuex realk + (1 queue) x¯k 1 (5.3)
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where tau and queue are the smoothing factors, which have a magnitude around 0.1
(Mück 2002b).
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Figure 5.1: Linear fit x¯  ¯ (source: Dantas and Friedrich 2013)
Then, by plotting the smoothed points, e.g. as shown in Figure 5.1, a linear relation-
ship between x¯ and ¯ can be extracted:
x¯k = a¯k + b (5.4)
where a is the slope; and b the axis bias. With a and b calibrated, it is now possible to
estimate the queue length, xˆ, with fresh values of ¯ being collected online from the
detector in the street:
xˆk = a¯k + b (5.5)
5.1.2 Vigos’s Local Queue Estimator
After investigating the relationship between a detector’s time occupancy and the re-
lated link’s space occupancy in Papageorgiou and Vigos 2008, i.e. the dependency
between the number of vehicles inside the link and the resulting percentage of time
that part of them occupied the detector during their drive through, Vigos et al. 2008
proposed a Kalman Filter-based queue estimator. It initially required three measure-
ment points, i.e. three detectors per link being monitored. But, realising that this
number of detectors per link would be costly impracticable, they also analysed the
results of its proposed queue estimator when fed with just one detector. Given the
reasonable results with just one detector, they simplified the queue estimator by sub-
stituting the Kalman Filter with an exponential filter in Vigos and Papageorgiou
2010, which will be presented next.
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The space occupancy, ospc, of a given link is by definition:
ospc =
x l¯veh
l linknlanes
(5.6)
where:
x number of vehicles inside the link, [veh]
l¯veh expected average physical vehicle length, [m]
l link link’s length, [m]
nlanes number of lanes
and itmay be related to themeasured time occupancy, otime, collected during the time
interval
[(k  1)t , kt), as:
otime(k  1) = ospc(k  1) + 0(k  1) (5.7)
with 0 incorporating different sources of error: measurement errors; impact of the
measurement frequency; and error due to the different vehicle lengths.
If the relation of the time occupancy and the measured vehicle count, xmsr, is de-
scribed as:
otime =
l¯veh
l linknlanes
xmsr (5.8)
then, substituting Equations 5.6 and 5.8 in 5.7:
=
0 l
linknlanes
l¯veh
(5.9)
xmsr(k  1) = x(k  1) + (k  1) (5.10)
it is possible to state that the measured number of vehicles is the actual number of
vehicles under the presence of noise. Note that (l linknlanes)=l¯veh is actually the maxi-
mum number of vehicles, xmax, that would fit inside the link in a bumper to bumper
manner. Since this does not actually happen in real life, a correction term, %, is intro-
duced in order to retain the real expected jam density of the link in subject:
xmax =
l linknlanes 
l¯veh +%
 (5.11)
and is usually set to 1 meter. Another correction term, proposed in Papageorgiou
and Vigos 2008, accounts for the probable detector length (considering inductance
loop detectors) that directly interferes with themeasured period of time duringwhich
the detector is occupied by a passing vehicle. Therefore, the final value used for the
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time occupancy is:
oˆtime = otime
l¯veh
l¯veh + "
(5.12)
with " being the correction term, and made equal to the real detector length. After
compensating for these two sources of error, Equation 5.8 is rewritten and the mea-
sured number of vehicles is now expressed as:
xmsr = oˆtimexmax (5.13)
The resulting queue estimator is an exponential filter that weights the past estimated
value and the last measurement:
xˆk = 
SMxmsrk 1 +

1 SM xˆk 1 (5.14)
with SM being the smoothing factor in the range [0,1]. In Vigos and Papageorgiou
2010, a comprehensive analysis on how to choose this smoothing parameter is pre-
sented. Basically, they show how the estimation is affected by: the choice of traffic
signal control being used, fixed or adaptive, i.e. how it responds to changing cycle
lengths; the update period of the estimator, i.e. equal to or smaller than the cycle
length; the length of the link; and also by fixed and varying traffic demands.
5.2 Cell Transmission Model
Proposed by Daganzo 1994, 1995, the Cell Transmission Model (CTM) has been de-
rived from the established Lighthill-Whitham-Richards (LWR) model (Lighthill and
Whitham 1955; Richards 1956), which is a macroscopic traffic flow model inspired
on the concepts of hydrodynamics. The LWR model, also known as kinematic wave
model, establishes a relation between speed, density and flow of traffic by treating
it as a fluid. Considering these rules, Daganzo created a model, discrete in time and
space, that could be easily coded and used to describe complicated networks. An-
other advantage of hismodel is that it converges rapidly and circumvents LWR’s prob-
lem of multiple solutions (Ansorge 1990).
A brief introduction to the CTM will be presented here and a complementary descrip-
tionmay be seen at Appendix A.2 Cell TransmissionModel. The CTM implementation
used is the same as in Pohlmann 2010.
The CTM divides a road stretch in the so called cells, where each cell’s length, lcelli , is
made big enough so that a vehicle driving through it at free flow speed, vfreei , would
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need one time interval unit to reach the next cell:
lcelli = v
free
i t (5.15)
wheret is the time difference between each update of themodel. The concatenation
of the cells make up for the representation of any road segment, as shown in Figure
5.2, and theymay ormay not representmultiple lane roads, as long as the parameters
of each cell are accordingly set.
ni 1 ni ni+1
qi 1 qi . . .. . . qi+1
Figure 5.2: CTM cells
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Figure 5.3: Fundamental diagram of the CTM
Figure 5.3 depicts the relation of flow and density in each cell, which is an approxi-
mation of the LWR model and governed by:
qi(k) =min

ni(k),q
max
i ,
jvbwj
vfree
 
nmaxi+1   ni+1(k)

(5.16)
where:
qi(k) number of vehicles leaving cell i at interval k, [veh]
minf. . .g function that returns theminimum value among the elements of the set
passed as parameter
ni(k) number of vehicles inside cell i at the beginning of interval k, [veh]
qmaxi maximum number of vehicles that can leave cell i in one time unit in-
terval, [veh]
nmaxi+1 maximum number of vehicles that the downstream cell i + 1 can hold,
[veh]
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Note that qi is given in [veh] not in [veh/s] because it actually represents the amount
of vehicles that will leave cell i during the time interval k, that lastst seconds. After
qi has been calculated for all cells in the network, at the update interval k, then the
amount of vehicles that will be inside each cell at the end of this interval is calculated:
ni(k+ 1) = ni(k) + qi 1(k)  qi(k) (5.17)
and this will be the value used on the next update interval at k+ 1.
For the case of representing a signalized traffic network, the traffic signals are mod-
eled by simply setting to zero the outflow q of the cell that coincides with the position
of the signal, whenever a red (or yellow) light is in progress. For a truthful mirroring
of the signal plans, the time interval, t, between each model update is set to one
second.
In the context of the queue estimator/predictor presented here, it is also important to
highlight themethods used to read and set queues in the CTM. All the signalized links
in the network are represented by adefined set of consecutive cells, where the first cell
of the set emulates the traffic signal. As seen on Section 3.4.1 Traffic Flow Model the
queue length considered by the Green Control Module is the size of the queue at the
instant where the according traffic signal changes from red to green.
The method for reading a queue length is really simple. Given the above mentioned
time instant, an iterative process is carried out. Starting with the first cell belonging
to the link , e.g. cell i, the amount of vehicles inside, ni , is compared to themaximum
amount of vehicles the cell can hold , nmaxi . In case they are the same, a counter,
previously zeroed, is incremented with nmaxi . Then, the next cell, i 1, is queried, and
so on. When the number of vehicles inside the cell is smaller than its capacity, the
counter is incremented with this value and the iteration stops. The resulting number
of vehicles gathered by the counter is the assumed queue length (Algorithm 5.1 Queue
Scan).
As explained in Section 4.1.2 Offset Module, it is also interesting to have an estimate
of the downstream queue actually “seen” by each of the traffic streams associated
to the offsets being considered, which means the present state of the downstream
queue when the upstream converging links’ traffic signals turn from red to green. In
this case, it is probable that the queue has already started the discharging process,
and the first cells will have less vehicles inside than their capacity. The counter gets
incremented by these cell’smaximumcapacity until it encounters a cell actually hold-
ing its maximum number of vehicles. After this point, the same approach as earlier is
implemented. In case the counter reaches the last cell in the link, and it is not full, the
queue is considered zero (Algorithm 5.2 Queue Scan for the Offset Control Module).
Because the Unscented Kalman Filter requires the ability to apply different values
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Algorithm 5.1: Queue Scan
N : link’s number of cells;
i N ;
queue 0.0;
while i > 0 do
if ni = nmaxi then
queue queue+ nmaxi ;
else
queue queue+ ni;
break;
i i   1;
Algorithm 5.2: Queue Scan for the Offset Control Module
N : link’s number of cells;
i N ;
queue 0.0;
while ni < nmaxi do
if i = 1 then
queue 0.0;
i 0;
break;
else
queue queue+ nmaxi ;
i i   1;
while i > 0 do
if ni = nmaxi then
queue queue+ nmaxi ;
else
queue queue+ ni;
break;
i i   1;
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Algorithm 5.3: Queue Transfer to CTM
N : link’s number of cells;
i N ;
while i > 0 do
if queue> nmaxi then
ni  nmaxi ;
queue queue  nmaxi ;
else
ni  queue;
queue 0;
i i   1;
to the system variables, queues must also be set in the CTM. The procedure is quite
similar, starting with the first cell in the link, a counter loadedwith the desired queue
length is decrementedby each cell’smaximumholding capacity. When the remaining
value is smaller than the holding capacity, then this value is given to the cell as the
amount of vehicles inside. For the remaining cells upstream the link, the amount of
vehicles is set to zero (Algorithm 5.3 Queue Transfer to CTM).
5.3 Unscented Kalman Filter
The Kalman Filter (KF), proposed in Kalman 1960, 1963; Kalman and Bucy 1961, is
a linear least-squares estimation technique, or simply linear filtering method, that
was conceived to improve the quality of the measurements of a system, which char-
acterize its current state. In a control system, the correct identification of the process’
state is of vital importance for its effectiveness. As is usually the case, the measure-
ments are subject to noise and sometimes the desired quantity/dimension is not even
physically measurable and/or available. Following the work of Wiener 1949, which
successfully related statistical properties to signal and unwanted noise in the com-
munications field (Kailath 1974), Kalman derived an recursive algorithm capable of
rejecting part of the noise and outputting a better estimate of the involved variables.
Given its recursive characteristic, it may be applied online conferring the technique
great usefulness. The present noise is assumed to be Gaussian random, i.e. with an
associated probability density function which describes the range of the noise with a
mean value and a standard deviation. This means that the measured value of a given
state, which incorporates this noise, will also be Gaussian random, and may be char-
acterized by a mean value with a standard deviation. The main idea of the Kalman
Filter is to perform a propagation in time of the states of the system from the last
iteration, and to fuse them with the available, and current, measured values, which
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yields aweighted result. This process takes into consideration the expected statistical
distributions of the noises, states, and their relations (their mean values and covari-
ances), and calculates the final estimates by minimizing the expected squared errors
between the real values and their statistical estimates (Kalman 1960). The implemen-
tation of the KF is described in Appendix A.3 Standard Kalman Filter, and the reader
may consult the referenced work in order to gain access to a deeper understanding of
the underlying theory behind it.
The Kalman Filter uses, as basis, the statistical properties of Gaussian linear pro-
cesses. Its use with nonlinear systems is not possible because there is no general
analytical expression that describes the probability density function of such systems,
which means that, without any prior transformations, it is not possible to propagate
in time the necessary mean values and covariance matrices that are used in its cal-
culations. A common solution in these cases, called Extended Kalman Filter (EKF),
proposes the linearization of the system’s model so that the usual Kalman Filter may
be applied (AndersonandMoore 2012). But, this alternativemay lead to poor results
depending on the original model and point of operation. Following this path, Tam-
père and Immers 2007 suggested the linearization of the CTM for their traffic state
estimator.
The alreadymentionedworks in Jabari and Liu 2012, 2013 consist of a stochastic traf-
fic flow model that retains the characteristics of a CTM, and its Gaussian approxima-
tion, characterized by a deterministic mean and covariance dynamics, that enables
the use of the standard Kalman Filter for estimating traffic states. Their work has
been developed in parallel with the present one, but, even though they showed really
good results, it is still not clear if it may be applied for network wide online queue
estimation, given time constraints. Anyhow, the influence of the network dynamics
and upstream queues on the formation of downstream queues does not seem to play
a key role on their solution, apart from needing high resolution data for its operation.
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Figure 5.4: Unscented Transformation (adapted fromWan and van der Merwe 2001)
Proposed in Julier et al. 1995; Julier and Uhlmann 1997, the Unscented Kalman Fil-
ter (UKF) does not require the linearization of the model, and the nonlinear function
that governs the dynamics of the system is used directly. In order to capture the future
means and covariancematrix of themodel, the UKF evaluates a pre-specified number
of possible/probable operation points (proportional to the number of state variables),
the so called sigma-points. They retain together the expected current mean and co-
variance values, which, after being processed by the nonlinear model in a time step,
also represent the future mean and covariance values of the system. This process is
called Unscented Transformation (UT) and is depicted in Figure 5.4. The UKF resem-
bles the Particle Filter (Gordon et al. 1993), but requires a much smaller set of points,
which may be of great advantage for time critical applications. This brief concept of
the sigma-pointspresented, and how they are used, is enough for understanding their
use in the present queue estimator, therefore, its implementation is only described in
Appendix A.4 Unscented Kalman Filter.
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Figure 5.5: Queue points at time k (source: Dantas and Friedrich 2013)
The use of the UKF in the present work made not only the use of the CTM possible,
but also allowed the treatment of the CTM as a black-box model, as if there was an
intermediary layer separating the real nonlinear model and the model seen by the
Kalman estimator. This decoupling also enables the Kalman Filter to operate in a
different time frame/frequency compared to the underlying Cell Transmission Model.
The queues are to be estimated for specific time instants, which correspond to the
time where the associated traffic signal changes from red to green. Depicted in Fig-
ure 5.5, the highlighted points correspond to the beginning of the stages of the signal
plans of three successive intersections, during three consecutive cycles. These points
mark exactly the time instants where the traffic signals turn from red to green, thus,
the time instants for the estimation of the queues. The UKF operates at the same pace
of the traffic control system presented in this work, i.e. in a cycle-by-cycle basis. This
means that, at every control interval k, the queues of all the links of this period must
be estimated, even though their exact time of evaluation is different from one another.
The result is that the queue estimator processes the evolution of the queues from the
last control interval, k  1, until the current one, k, so that the network dynamics are
taken into consideration. A time update in the UKF, from k   1 to k, corresponds to
manymore timeupdates in theCTM: from t1 until t2, since, in order topreciselymimic
the signal plans, its time resolution is equal to one second, different from the usual
60–120 seconds of the traffic control system. The “initial points” are the time instants
that represent the queues that took place during the time interval k   1. For the UKF,
these points correspond to the expected previous state of the system. Analogously,
the “measured points” and “unmeasured points” are related to the current time inter-
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val k. Because of the fact that the control algorithm is always called before the end
of the first signal plan of the current time interval, there may be some local queue
estimations that will not be available. Considering that k is the current time interval
in Figure 5.5, the local queue estimation related to the second stage of JC is taken
as an unmeasured point. The UKF will then estimate the current queue sizes of time
interval k based on the expected previous queue sizes of time interval k   1 and the
measured queues of time interval k. The set of queue values of time interval k 1 rep-
resents the mean values of the probable queues, and, as explained earlier, based on
the expected noise inherent to the system, another sets of queues will be generated,
the sigma-points, whose dispersion represent the expected covariance between the
states of the system. Each sigma-point is a set of queue values which will be applied
to the CTM. These queues are introduced at the “initial points”, using the technique
described in Section 5.2 Cell TransmissionModel, during a simulation run of the CTM
between t1 and t2. The posterior queues collected as a result of each sigma-point sim-
ulation, that represent possible queue sets of time interval k, are later on processed
by the UKF with the real measured queue values resulting in a final estimation of all
the queues.
After the estimation of the queues through the filtering step, a simple prediction step
is carried out. The estimated queues belong to interval k, but the control strategy
will be calculating the necessary control actions for the interval k + 1. Therefore, a
final simulation of the CTM is performed, from time instant t1 until t3, where the
estimated queues are applied to the CTM at the measured and unmeasured points.
Since the future signal plans are not yet available, the latest ones are replicated for
time interval k+1 and the resulting queues, depicted as “future points”, are collected
from the CTM.
6 | Evaluation
6.1 System Setup
6.1.1 Test Network
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Figure 6.1: List network (source: Dantas and Friedrich 2013)
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In order to test the current developments, the same network used in Pohlmann 2010
was chosen. Not only the work of collecting and adjusting the available data for the
use in a simulation environmentwas ready, but also the possibility of comparing both
strategies were key for the decision. The network in subject is part of the traffic net-
work of the List1 district in Hanover, Germany. As shown in Figure 6.1, it consists of
10 signalized intersections, being two of them pedestrian signals with the pedestrian
stages with fixed lengths. Actually, it is a striped down version of the real network,
where secondary streets were left out.
Almost all of the represented links are two-way streets, with one lane for each direc-
tion. The exceptions are the two links between JG and JH , where each is a one-way
street with two lanes. Totaling 55 monitored links, they comprise the additional 17
left-turn and 5 right-turn lanes, which measure, in average, 35meters in length, and
are distributed across the network. The speed limit of the network is 50 km/h, with
the exception of a couple of links with 30 km/h.
6.1.2 Simulation Environment
For the evaluation process, AIMSUN2 (version 6.1.5), a renowned microscopic traffic
simulator, was used. AIMSUN has also been used in Pohlmann’s work, and the exist-
ing simulation model of the mentioned network was taken. In order to build a more
realistic traffic simulation, Pohlmann gathered real traffic data available from local
loop detectors, that were provided by the city of Hanover. These data were comple-
mented by another six radar detectors thatwere installed in strategic positions for the
same day, helping to better assess the traffic demand. With this information he man-
aged to recreate ameaningful traffic scenario for the period between 6 am to 8 pm. For
each 15-minute period, a different Origin-Destination Matrix has been created, and
together they reproduce a realistic traffic demand profile, covering almost an entire
day, for this specific network.
1Represented in Google Maps: https://maps.google.com/maps?q=List,+Hanover,+Germany&hl=en&ll=52.
389181,9.75086&spn=0.008879,0.018625&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=46.898798,76.289063&oq=list+ha
&hnear=List,+Hannover,+Germany&t=m&z=16 (visited on 10/09/2013)
2A traffic simulation program from TSS – Transport Simulation Systems, http://www.aimsun.com/wp/ (visited
on 10/09/2013)
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Figure 6.2: Traffic flow
Figure 6.2 shows the resulting average traffic flow profile for the whole network from
10 different simulation replications. For the present work, an additional 30-minute
interval was added to the end of the simulation period. Within this last time interval
no vehicles are generated. This allows all vehicles inside to leave the network before
the simulation ends, guaranteeing that the last vehicle trips are integrally completed
and accounted for in the final results. Anothermodification to the existing simulation
scenario was the lengthening of the peripheral incoming links, which assures that no
traffic congestion will influence the generation of vehicles by the simulator, as may
be the case. Whenever an incoming link is completely full of vehicles, the simulator
delays the entrance of newly generated vehicles, and may also discard them. This
results in less vehicles being processed by the replication, turning the amount of ve-
hicles generated by the exact same replication unpredictable and variable depending
on the control strategy being used. Complementing the above measures, all turning
lanes were transformed into separate links. Before, vehicles were allowed to switch
to the turning lane at any point of its length, and now they are forced to to enter the
turning lane at the bifurcation of the upstream single lane. This avoids that unsuc-
cessful vehicles trying to jump in queues end up missing the turning and travelling
routes that they are not supposed to. All these precautions guarantee that the exact
same routes will be traveled by the exact same number of vehicles for every run of
the same replication, independent from eventual adverse traffic conditions or from
the control strategy being enforced.
Both of the local queue estimation strategies tested, Mück’s and Vigos’s (presented
in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2), expect the positioning of the inductance loop detectors at
a given distance from the stop line. The original detector positions present in Pohl-
mann’s simulation model did not apply to these expected distances. Therefore, new
detectors were created for each of the monitored links in the network. They were all
positioned as far apart as possible from the stop line, i.e. right after the bifurcation of
the lane as seen in Figure 6.3, which means at an average distance of 30meters from
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the stop line. Mück’s estimator expects the positioning of detectors at a distance usu-
ally chosen by actuated traffic control solutions that use the headway between vehi-
cles as input measurement. This distance is equivalent to 1⁄10–1⁄5 the expected queue
length during peak hours (Mück 2002a). In Vigos’s estimator, it is expected that the
detectors are placed at the middle of the link. The new detectors and their positions
were chosen trying to find a compromise between these two guidelines and where
they would still be capable of capturing individual streams of traffic. Therefore, they
are not really optimal to either alternative but attain a better position than earlier,
where they were too close to the stop-line.
new detectors
former detectors
Figure 6.3: New detector positioning
6.1.3 External Traffic Control Module
The developments of the current work were applied to AIMSUN through its Applica-
tion Programming Interface (API), which allows all sorts of external control over the
simulation. Through this API all traffic signals are directly commanded and the mea-
surements of the emulated detectors are read.
All the coding necessary used Python3 (version 2.7) as programming language, but
some of it was also implemented in Java4 (version 7). The actual implementation of
the CTM, used in the Queue Estimator, was completely taken from Pohlmann 2010.
The code is written in Java, and therefore almost all of the Queue Estimator module
was also written in Java and connected to the main code through a Pyro5/Jython6
bridge.
Another third-party software usedwas the optimization solver CPLEX7 (version 12.5.1)
from IBM. It was used for solving the quadratic minimization problem that is part of
the Green Control Module of the system.
Websites last visited on 10/09/2013
3http://www.python.org
4http://www.java.com
5https://pypi.python.org/pypi/Pyro4
6http://www.jython.org/
7http://www-01.ibm.com/software/commerce/optimization/cplex-optimizer/
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6.1.3.1 CTM
The queue predictor is also part of the external control module. Given the modifi-
cations made to the simulation model, it was also necessary to recalibrate the CTM
model used in the queue estimator. In this processmany left and right turn paths had
the free flow speed, vfreez , reduced to 25–30km/h. All vbw were set to 18km/h. Since
there is no estimation of the turning rates, each value was set to themean value span-
ning the whole day of the described scenario.
6.1.3.2 Green Control Module
Just like the CTM used in the queue predictor, the traffic flow model used as basis
in the Green Control Module also requires the definition of turning rates, which de-
scribes the distribution of traffic throughout the network. As mentioned above, these
values were considered constant and equal to the average values expected during a
whole day operation of the given scenario.
In the minimization of the quadratic problem, a horizon of 5 cycles (Np = 5) was used
for all the evaluations.
6.2 Queue Predictor Evaluation
Three different statistical indicatorswere used to assess the performance of theQueue
Predictor. The first one is the Correlation Coefficient, r:
r =
NX
i=1
 
x i   x¯
  
yi   y¯

vuut NX
i=1
 
x i   x¯
2vuut NX
i=1
 
yi   y¯
2 (6.1)
where:
N number of sample pairs of the two variables being evaluated
x i the actual value of a given variable from the ith sample
yi the estimated value of a given variable from the ith sample
x¯ the arithmetic mean value from N samples of x
y¯ the arithmetic mean value from N samples of y
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It is a measure of linear correlation between two variables, i.e. their linear depen-
dence. It helps to analyse how well the estimated value is following the evolution
of the real value. The output of Equation 6.1 is dimensionless and may be in the
range[ 1,1], where the extremes indicate total correlation, negative or positive, and
0 indicates no correlation.
The second indicator is the Root Mean Square Error, RMSE:
RMSE=
vuut 1
N
NX
i=1
 
x i   yi
2 (6.2)
whose output shows, in terms of the same unit being measured, the difference be-
tween the estimated and real values, i.e. the closer to zero the better.
The last one is the Relative Mean Square Error, ReMSE:
ReMSE=
vuutN NX
i=1
 
x i   yi
2
NX
i=1
x i
(6.3)
which is dimensionless, and accounts for the variable’s magnitude. Depending on
the range of the measured values, the error between the estimated value and the real
onemay not be that great comparing itsmagnitude and themagnitude of the variable.
The given formula was chosen because null values may also be used without raising
division-by-zero errors, which usually occurs when dealing with queue lengths.
The key feature of the Queue Predictor presented is the use of the network’s dynam-
ics, i.e. the interaction between the network’s consecutive links, in order to improve
the queue estimation. Therefore, an isolated link scenario would not make sense for
its evaluation, and because of that the complete List Network was used. The results
are based on the average results collected from all the 55 links, during 10 different
replication runs of the scenario described in Section 6.1.
The assumed real queue lengths are the ones collected from the simulation during
the switch of the traffic lights from red to green. As mentioned on the previous Sec-
tion, almost all links are single lane road stretches that divide near the intersection in
order to derive a turning lane. Whenever the queues stretch upstream into the single
lane, a simple algorithm is used in order to separate the vehicles that are heading to
the turning lane. The number of vehicles stopped in the single lane is simply multi-
plied by the average turning rate expected from each location, and each percentage
is associated to the according downstream lane as additional queue.
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In real conditions, the detector measurements are constantly under the influence of
noise, which must be accounted for. The measurement errors may come from defec-
tive sensors; from detectors being triggered from vehicles passing by a neighbour-
ing lane; the speed at which the vehicles cross the detector; or even the simple fact
that vehicles have different lengths and produce different readings, specially for oc-
cupancy measurements. Since some of these errors cannot be emulated by the traffic
simulator, a straightforwardmodification is employed in order to confront the Queue
Predictor with a more realistic scenario. All detector data from the simulator is pre-
processed before being delivered to the traffic control system. An independent multi-
plicative noise is created for each variable beingmeasured. This noise is actually a set
of random numbers which are generated through a mathematical library, in the pro-
gramming language being used. This set is generated from a specified seed number,
and have a Normal distribution with mean  = 1.0, and standard deviation  = 0.2,
N (,2), as chosen in the current work. For every new reading, one value is drawn
from the associated noise vector and is multiplied to the reading value, resulting in a
measurement with 20%multiplicative noise. For the sake of reproducibility, the seed
of each noise is a combination of the detector’s and the replication’s identification
numbers. This guarantees that the noise will be the same for every run of the same
replication.
The evaluation process consisted of three steps. In the first two, the proposed Queue
Predictor was applied to the whole day simulation scenario presented in the previous
Section, with fixed time signal plans. The purposewas to eliminate the varying signal
plans on every new cycle, as a result of the online traffic control, which could have
masked the expected output of the queue predictor. Do not forget that the prediction
step of the algorithm simply apply the last signal plan used. In the last test, the TUC
strategy was used and the queue predictor has been evaluated against its intended
use.
In the first battery of tests, only the estimation capability was evaluated. For this
part, the last step of the proposed Queue Predictor was shut down, so that only the
estimated queues were evaluated, i.e. there was no prediction involved. The results
are summarized in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, and show how the Queue Estimator, with the
UKF attached, performs against each of the two local queue estimation techniques
taken as reference/source of “pre-measurement”. The alternative named Mück+UKF
uses Mück’s queues as raw-measurement for the UKF, and Vigos+UKF uses Vigos’s
queues.
The concept of using the network dynamics for improving the queue estimationmight
have been obfuscated by the performance of the UKF itself in rejecting noisymeasure-
ments. As proof of concept, the noise being injected in the detectors’ readings was
completely removed, and a preliminary test was carried out by only evaluating the
Mück’s related variants. Comparing the results in Table 6.1 and 6.2, it is clear that
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the algorithm is not only capable of rejecting noise but it really improves the overall
measurement errors.
Alternative Mean RMSE Mean ReMSE r
[veh] [-] 100[-]
Mück 2.5316 1.2859 33.78
Mück+UKF 2.1664 0.8918 38.64
Table 6.1: Fixed time estimation-only results (no noise)
Alternative Mean RMSE Mean ReMSE r[veh] [-] 100[-]
Mück 2.6018 1.3142 31.50
Mück+UKF 2.2233 0.9063 36.22
Vigos 2.1320 0.9052 60.95
Vigos+UKF 2.0684 0.8498 53.00
Table 6.2: Fixed time estimation-only results (with 20%multiplicative noise)
Table 6.2 shows that Vigos’s local queue estimator performs better than Mück’s. In
both cases, theUKF-basedqueue estimatorwas capable of reducing theRMSEand the
ReMSE indicators. The exception is only seen in terms of the correlation coefficient
that decreased with the use of the proposed queue estimator in Vigos+UKF. This ac-
tually exposes a limitation of the algorithm that ends up smoothing the output from
a certain level, reducing the correlation coefficient while still reducing the error. A
brief visualization on how these three indicators respond to different scenarios may
be seen in Appendix A.5 Performance Comparison of the Statistical Indicators Used.
At the second test batch, the prediction step of the algorithm was applied and a new
configuration of the queue predictor have also been tested. In order to really confirm
the benefit brought by the inclusion of the UKF in the queue estimator algorithm, an-
other similar, but much simpler, queue predictor was used. Depicted as Mück+CTM
and Vigos+CTM, these two variants take the estimated queue values from the respec-
tive local queue estimators and apply them directly to the CTM model for a predic-
tion run. This bypasses the UKF step. The other two variants, Mück+UKFpred and
Vigos+UKFpred, represent the use of the queue predictor as it was intended to.
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Alternative Mean RMSE 5¶ RMSE< 10 RMSE> 10 Mean ReMSE r
[veh] [%] [%] [-] [-]
Mück 2.7375 10.91 23.96 1.3652 19.99
Mück+CTM 2.6136 12.11 20.87 1.1606 27.20
Mück+UKFpred 2.3922 10.03 19.41 0.9752 24.96
Vigos 2.5950 10.89 23.60 1.1006 25.71
Vigos+CTM 2.3273 10.63 16.45 0.9925 30.75
Vigos+UKFpred 2.3436 9.86 19.16 0.9443 27.40
Real+CTM 2.8885 10.15 22.03 1.2244 29.20
Real+UKFpred 2.2572 8.73 16.73 0.9269 29.44
Table 6.3: Fixed Time prediction results (with 20%multiplicative noise)
Additionally, the real queues, modified with the mentioned noise, were used in both
of the queue predictor variants (Real+CTM and Real+UKFpred). The intention of this
lastmodificationwas to verify how the error introduced by the local queue estimation
affected the final results. The results are shown in Table 6.3, where two additional
statistics are introduced. One of them indicates the percentage of all measurements
that had a RMSE between 5–10 vehicles, and the other, the percentage of them that
had a RMSE bigger than 10 vehicles.
This second set of tests shows that the simple prediction step performed really im-
proves the measurements. Note that, in this evaluation, the queues predicted in a
previous cycle are being compared to the queues that only occurred on the next cycle.
What is interesting to point out is that, for the case of using the real queues in con-
junction with the simple CTM prediction step, Real+CTM, there was actually a degra-
dation of the results. This could be explained by arguing that both local queue estima-
tion techniques used, Mück’s and Vigos’s, even without the UKF, help by filtering out
some of the noise added. Apart from that, the performances of Mück’s and Vigos’s lo-
cal queue estimators do not seem to impact the final results asmuch as the prediction
error itself. As the overall results show, the correlation coefficients are low, ranging
from around .25–.30, and the percentage of the measurements with a RMSE greater
than5vehicles are quitehigh, reachingup to around 30%, including theReal+UKFpred
variant. This means that even with the improvements brought by the prediction step,
there is still a good room for improvement left. Another result that gets the attention
is the correlation coefficient of the Vigos+CTM variant, which is higher than the ones
produced by using the real queues in Real+CTM and Real+UKFpred. Also intriguing
is the fact that even without a real filtering step, Vigos+CTM had an overall better
performance than Vigos+UKFpred, even though the ReMSE was lower for the latter
one. These results indicate some evidence that the synergy between each module of
the queue predictor may also play an important role on its final results, discarding
the initial impression that the previous tests presented, where Vigos+CTM seemed to
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have performed better.
With the first tests, it was clear that the UKF algorithm was capable of improving the
queuemeasurements. But, as the case of using the Vigos+CTM alternative showed, it
could perhaps not be thatmuchmore beneficial in comparison to a simpler approach.
In order to really measure the impact of the queue estimators presented, the final set
of tests were performed with the TUC strategy controlling the signal plans, and the
traffic performance indexes: Average Delay; and Fuel Consumption were evaluated.
Alternative Average Delay Fuel Consumption
[s/km] [l]
Mück+CTM 21.7414 12468.3
Mück+UKFpred 20.6256 12343.5
Vigos+CTM 21.3965 12417.5
Vigos+UKFpred 20.5560 12345.6
Real+UKFpred 20.7251 12334.5
Table 6.4: TUC results (with 20%multiplicative noise)
As Table 6.4 shows, the UKF-based queue predictors were able to deliver better results
than the simpler Mück+CTM and Vigos+CTM alternatives. In terms of Average Delay,
they were even better than Real+UKFpred, which may come as a surprise. But, the
Fuel Consumption values point out that, indeed, Real+UKFpred had a slightly better
performance. This may be explained to the more accurate estimation of the queue
lengths, which means that the offsets being calculated are also closer to their “ideal”
values, therefore reducing stops and consequently fuel consumption. The higher av-
erage delay in Real+UKFpred indicates that the streams not being served by an offset
policy must wait a little longer highlighting the fact that a better offset for a particu-
lar stream, in general terms, implies a worse offset for a competing stream. The final
results also show that the ReMSE indicator had the closest relation to the final output
performance of the queue estimator.
Weighting the results from all the tests, the alternative Vigos+UKFpred was chosen as
the best one and has been used throughout the remaining work.
6.3 Cycle Alternatives Evaluation
In Chapter 3 TUC, two options for controlling cycle lengths were presented. They will
be referred to as Webster, for the one based on Webster’s formula, and SAT for the
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other. The original control scheme was left untested since the objective was to have a
better means of comparison with Pohlmann’s ATCS (Pohlmann 2010), taken as refer-
ence later on. The tests carried out here used the proposed Selfish Strategy presented
in Section 4.1.2.2 of Chapter 4 Proposed Modifications to TUC. The input data used
was the average vehicle count from the last 3 cycles converted to vehicle demand by
simply dividing the value by the according period. The best distance found between
each update of the common cycle length was once every 7 cycles.
For the evaluation process, an additional scenario has been tested. The original traf-
fic demands were increased 15% in order to test the control technique in a more chal-
lenging situation. This increase has led the peak hours into a congested traffic state,
where wrong control measures may be better spotted. The reference cycles are lim-
ited by the Cycle Control Module to be between 54 and 110 seconds, and the cycles
are allowed to vary between 49 and 140 seconds by the Green Control Module. The
results are presented in Table 6.5.
Demand Cycle Type Average Delay Fuel Consumption
[s/km] [l]
Normal Webster 19.9987 12291.0
SAT 20.1905 12446.9
115%
Webster 23.9631 14608.0
SAT 26.3477 15072.9
Table 6.5: Simulation results (with 20%multiplicative noise)
In the original/normal scenario, the alternative using Webster cycles had a slightly
better performance compared to the Saturation Based cycles. This happened despite
the relative big differences in cycle lengths, specially during light traffic, as shown in
Figure 6.4, where the average cycle lengths from each alternative are aggregated in
15-minute intervals. Actually, analysing the average delays in Figure 6.5, it is clear
that the smaller cycles during light traffic conditions were slightly beneficial for the
operation of the network. But, the average 5 seconds longer cycles during peak hours
guaranteed an overall better performance for the Webster alternative.
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Figure 6.4: Webster and SAT reference cycles
Figure 6.6 depicts the average cycles for the scenario with increased traffic demands.
Crossing the information in the figure with the results in Table 6.5, one would expect
that the greater advantage presented by the Webster based cycle control would come
purely from the performance of the system between around 10am until 16pm, since
the cycles in the peak hours are almost the same. But, as depicted in Figure 6.7, a
great amount of the difference comes from the second peak hour. This shows that the
not so favorable conditions, or lack of playroom, before the onset of the congested
period has compromised the system’s performance for the rest of it’s length.
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Figure 6.5: Webster vs. SAT delays
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Figure 6.6: Webster and SAT reference cycles – 115%
These results corroborate with the ones from Pohlmann’s solution, as presented in
Appendix A.6 Tests with Pohlmann’s ATCS. The Saturation Based cycles do not seem
tobe adequate to beused in anadaptive traffic control system. The cycles are too short
and less forgiving in errors committed by the control strategy, or in possible stronger
traffic oscillations.
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Figure 6.7: Webster vs. SAT delays – 115%
6.4 Offset Alternatives Evaluation
The main focus of the present work was to improve the way that the TUC strategy
implements offset control. The two main goals were to avoid abrupt cycle changes
during transition cycles, and enable TUC to handle offsets between secondary stages,
which also allows the implementation of offsets in a meshed network.
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As presented in Chapter 4 Proposed Modifications to TUC, two alternatives were de-
veloped. The first one, which will be referred to as Proposed, represents the original
intention of this work, where the Transition Cycles used to implement new offsets are
calculated alongwith the green time durations by the Green Control Module. And the
second one, referred to as Legacy, serves as refutation of the former by simply limit-
ing the length of the Transition Cycles to 80% or 120% of the current reference cycle.
In this case, the Transition Cycles are, as originally, dictated by the Offset Control
Module and their values are just imposed to the Green Control Module.
The Legacy alternative has two modifications compared to the original TUC strategy.
One is the ability to implement secondary offsets, and the other, the implementa-
tion of smoother transition cycles, limited to 20% of the reference cycle. For better
evaluating the separate impact of each of these modifications, the Legacy alternative
has been tested with two options for transition cycles. One of them, referred to as
Abrupt, implements the same one-cycle transition cycles as TUC does for implement-
ing new offsets. Comparing this alternative with TUC, it is possible to assess the gains
uniquely brought by the capability of considering secondary offsets. And the second
one, referred to as Smooth, implements both modifications. Comparing the Legacy
Abrupt and the Legacy Smooth alternatives, the contribution brought by the use of
smoother transition cycles is highlighted.
Besides themain objectives alreadymentioned, and taking advantage of the open op-
portunity, the current investigation also dealt with the determination of the reference
offsets. This effort is summarized in the two additional offset strategies presented in
Chapter 4, Sections 4.1.2.3 Democratic Strategy and 4.1.2.4 Partially Democratic Strat-
egy, which offer an unconventional form of determining the offsets.
In order to verify whether the Proposed alternative was really capable of following
the new offset and cycle references without the abrupt cycle changes, common to the
original TUC strategy, a simple analysis of the progression of the cycles and offsets
has been carried out. As shown in Figure 6.8, a one hour sample of the progression
of offsets and cycles from intersectionsJF andJG has been extracted from one of the
replication runs of the test scenario for three similar options available: TUC; Proposed
Selfish; and Legacy Selfish Smooth. This specific time period, and involved variables,
was chosen because it also portrays a moment where the depicted offset reference,
refF,G , looses priority for the other direction, which would be refG,F , and therefore a no-
ticeable gap appears between reference and actual offset around the first 15minutes.
Thismoment, therefore, highlights the existing conflict of objectives that arise during
the traffic control.
As the Figure 6.8 confirms, the Proposed Selfish alternative reduced indeed the high
transition cycles, even though they are still higher than the ones from the Legacy Self-
ish Smooth alternative. It is also clear that the Proposed alternative allows a much
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greater error in cycle following than in offset following, which reflects the difference
in the gains used in the cost function of the algorithm. As will be presented next, the
apparently unsteady behaviour of the Proposed alternative is not detrimental for the
traffic performance. Actually, as previously verified in Section 6.3 Cycle Alternatives
Evaluation, the control strategy is capable, at some extent, of absorbing the impact
of using non-optimal reference cycle lengths.
All the possible combinations of offset control mentioned in the beginning of this
Section have been tested and the results are summarized in Table 6.6. Even though
it was not presented here, all the preliminary tests, with the proposed modifications
to the TUC strategy, were performed with the aid of a much simpler virtual network.
The results have been documented in Dantas and Friedrich 2012. The virtual test
network used consisted of just three intersections and the links’ lengths averaged 100
meters in length. Just like in the preliminary tests, the improvement in performance
brought by the introduced modifications is quite low in light traffic conditions. In
the other hand, the improvements achieved during heavier traffic were not as big as
they were in the virtual network. This difference shows that the impact of abrupt
changes in cycle length are only really noticeable when there is not enough buffer
for accommodating the traffic oscillations. In the case of the presented test network,
the links average around 200 meters in length, and therefore are capable of better
absorbing eventual traffic disruptions, without letting them spread upstream-wards.
The same scenario with 15% increase in overall traffic demand used in Section 6.3 has
also been evaluated and the results are grouped in Table 6.7.
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Figure 6.8: Reference following in intersections JF and JG
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Alternative Average Delay Fuel Consumption
[s/km] [l]
TUC 20.5560 12345.6
Legacy Selfish Abrupt 20.3647 12310.5
Legacy Selfish Smooth 20.1473 12289.9
Legacy Partially Democratic Abrupt 20.5344 12245.8
Legacy Partially Democratic Smooth 20.4789 12239.3
Legacy Democratic Abrupt 20.6394 12275.2
Legacy Democratic Smooth 20.6043 12264.9
Proposed Selfish 19.9987 12291.0
Proposed Partially Democratic 20.2665 12236.7
Proposed Democratic 20.4139 12274.3
Table 6.6: Simulation results (with 20%multiplicative noise)
Looking at Table 6.6 it is possible to draw the first conclusions. Comparing the Orig-
inal TUC strategy with the Legacy Selfish Abrupt and the Legacy Selfish Smooth al-
ternatives, it is possible to state that both incremental modifications were capable of
improving the traffic control performance of TUC. The use of the Smooth variant in all
Legacy options has confirmed the benefit of less abrupt cycle changes during offset
maintenance. The Proposed alternative has also performed slightly better than the
Legacy alternative in almost all cases when comparing the compatible alternatives:
Proposed Selfish with Legacy Selfish Smooth; Proposed Partially Democratic with
Legacy Partially Democratic Smooth; and Proposed Democratic with Legacy Demo-
cratic Smooth. Visually inspecting Figures 6.9 and 6.10, as expected, the benefits of
the modifications to the original TUC strategy are concentrated in the peak traffic pe-
riods, but between the alternatives the differences are evenly distributed.
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Figure 6.9: Delays for the Legacy variants
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Figure 6.10: Delays for the Proposed variants
The results of the more demanding scenario in Table 6.7 presents a different picture.
Even though the improvement over TUC is accentuated, as expected, the Legacy op-
tions had, in average, a better output than the Proposed ones. At first glance, and re-
calling Figure 6.8, onemight think that the transition cycles, implemented by the Pro-
posed alternative, may have been kept too big for the given traffic conditions. In order
to confirm this assumption, the minimum and maximum cycle constraints, used in
the control problem described the set of equations 4.1.2 in Chapter 4, were restrained
at each update to not overcome 20% of the current reference cycle, which forces
the Proposed alternative to behave more like the Legacy alternative. The result of
this modification is presented in Table 6.7 as Proposed Selfish (limited cycle changes).
It shows that the Proposed alternative did not perform worse because of the higher
transition cycles, but probably because the reference cycles were not being strictly
followed as Figure 6.8 also demonstrates. Either way, the Proposed alternative did
not deliver the expected improvement over the much simpler Legacy alternative.
Alternative Average Delay Fuel Consumption
[s/km] [l]
TUC 24.8173 14753.7
Legacy Selfish Smooth 23.7030 14538.6
Legacy Partially Democratic Smooth 24.1227 14530.1
Legacy Democratic Smooth 24.6415 14589.3
Proposed Selfish 23.9631 14608.0
Proposed Selfish (limited cycle changes) 24.7533 14739.2
Proposed Partially Democratic 23.8618 14496.7
Proposed Democratic 24.6993 14612.0
Table 6.7: Simulation results 115% (with 20%multiplicative noise)
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With an overview of these results in mind, it is now possible to address the impact
of the unpretentious new methods tested for defining the offset references: Partially
Democratic; and Democratic variants. Attaining to TUC’s philosophy, these alterna-
tiveswere conceivedwith the expectation that abdicating the use of complex and time
consuming traffic models, it might have been possible to define simple rules for the
the definition of reference offsets that would result in a better traffic operation. As
presented in Section 4.1.2 Offset Module, Chapter 4, thesemethods were based on the
observation of the traffic behaviour during a series of simulations tests. As the results
show, the Democratic variant proved to be the worst of them but still better than the
original TUC. The Partially Democratic, in the other hand, has achieved a better bal-
ance between fuel consumption and delay, specially when applied to the Proposed
alternative. Despite the small differences between each variant, the results indicate
that the assumption made was not completely wrong: which states that the offset
which enable the overall reduction of delays is a combination of the ideal offsets (in
terms of the formation of green-waves) of each of the competing traffic streams. But,
as the next performance comparison will show, the Partially Democratic variant did
not come close to reduce the delays as much as it would have been possible to. A
more thorough visual analysis of the formation of queues and its dependence to off-
sets have shown that this approach cannot guarantee that the ideal offset (the one
that incurs in less delays) will be reached. This has to do with the fact that a simple
change in the offset results in a change of the queues that each traffic stream coming
from the upstream intersection “sees”. This means that the control system must be
constantly adjusting the offsets. Moreover, even in the Selfish variant, the adjustment
of the offset to guarantee a green-wavemay lead, in some cases, to the increase of the
queue lengths. These cases are particular visible when the control system increases
the offset value in order to givemore time for the dissipation of the standing queue. A
few tests have showed that, in some of these cases, by actually decreasing the offset
value, the queues retracted and even though the first vehicles of the approaching pla-
toon ended up being forced to decelerate, the progression was maintained and the
resulting delays were reduced in comparison to the option of increasing the offset.
Concluding the evaluation, a final set of tests has been carried out. It compares the
performanceof themodifiedTUC,proposed in the currentwork, and theperformances
of Pohlmann’s ATCS and an optimized fixed time alternative. This fixed time alterna-
tive is the same that was used in Pohlmann’s work as reference case, which is a set
of fixed time signal plans that had been prepared with the aid of TRANSYT. For each
intersection, two different fixed time signal plans were made, one for the morning pe-
riod and the other for the afternoon period. Both of them were fine tuned to better re-
spond to the peak traffic hours around 8:30am and 17:30pm, and feature a 90 seconds
cycle length and suitable offsets. The final comparison is presented in Table 6.8 and
Figure 6.11. Pohlmann’s solution and TUC are two completely different approaches to
online traffic control. Trying to minimize the differences, the samemethod employed
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by Pohlmann for deriving the common cycle of the network was used in the current
TUC implementation. This effort aimed the reduction of disparities that may derive
from using different sets of cycles for a given traffic condition. Unfortunately, be-
cause of the completely different treatment applied to the information gathered from
the detectors, the values of the resulting cycles being generated by the same method
were different. In TUC’s implementation, the necessary traffic demands applied in
the Webster’s formula (see Section 3.2.1 Webster’s Cycle Alternative, Chapter 3) are
the simple average of the last three readings. In Pohlmann’s solution, the traffic de-
mands are aggregated from the last 15minutes and further processed by the Demand
Estimator/Predictor. The outcome is that Pohlmann’s set of implemented cycles are
up to 20 seconds shorter in the peak periods, nullifying the initial intention. More-
over, the offsets employed in TUC are directed to prioritize green-waves for the most
demanding traffic stream, whereas Pohlmann’s aims the pure overall reduction of de-
lays. In order to find out how TUCwould perform if the offsets were targeted to reduce
delays, the offsets from Pohlmann’s system were applied to TUC. For each of the ten
replication runs, the offset and cycle references selected for each of the 15-minute
intervals were accordingly applied during TUC’s operation.
Alternative Average Delay Fuel Consumption
[s/km] [l]
Fixed time 19.0926 11841.1
Pohlmann 15min 17.8852 11947.5
Proposed Selfish 19.9987 12291.0
Proposed with Pohlmann’s offsets/cycles 18.5309 12164.1
Table 6.8: Simulation results
Looking at the results, the first point that gets the attention is the fact that TUC’s per-
formance (even after the small improvements brought by the current work)wasworse
than the optimized fixed time alternative. This may be due to the fact that the opti-
mization settings used in TRANSYT were configured to minimize fuel consumption,
delays and queues, rather than guarantee the onset of green-waves in predetermined
routes. Pohlmann’s performance, in the other hand, was capable of delivering better
results in almost all periods, with the exception of the last peak hour. Pohlmann’s
greatest gains are during the light traffic periods, where the smaller cycles being em-
ployed seem to potentialize the seen differences. Do not forget that there are only
two sets of fixed time signal plans, one for the morning period and the other for the
afternoon.
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Figure 6.11: Delays comparison
Rather interesting is the performance of TUC when being fed with the offset and cy-
cle references from Pohlmann’s solution. Even though the improvement is evident
in all periods, a barrier seems to exist during the low traffic periods. An analysis of
the proportion of the green times in the cycles has revealed a weak point in TUC’s
control formulation. In low traffic conditions, the cycles being passed as reference
are greater than the sum of green times (including the interstages) claimed by the
phases through the evaluation of TUC’s traffic model. This means that the exceed-
ing, and available, green time is equally distributed among the stages, distorting the
proportion that should have been kept. When comparing the average splits being gen-
erated by TUC, and the ones from Pohlmann’s, during these conditions, this effect is
quite obvious with differences around 15 seconds in some cases. The difference be-
tween the fixed time and Pohlmann’s may be explained given the much higher cycle
lengths and offset configuration during the low traffic periods where there was no ad-
justed fixed time available. The better fuel consumption values presented by the fixed
time alternative when comparing it to Pohlmann’s, comes solely from its better per-
formance during the second peak hour, whereas in the rest of the period Pohlmann’s
alternative had better fuel consumption values.
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7 | Conclusion
7.1 Summary
Even with the continuous advances in technology, enabling new approaches in traf-
fic signal control, the current investigation opted to employ its efforts in obtaining
better results, with the use of established technologies, for the short-term. The idea
was to work on improvements for a current available ATCS that could be promptly im-
plemented without restrictions. The chosen ATCS was the TUC strategy. The interest
in TUC arose given its particular approach to traffic signal control. TUC employs a
linear traffic flow model, which allows it to use an efficient algorithm that is capable
of operating with high frequency update cycles and that, at the same time, is capa-
ble of considering the impact of its actions for the whole network, i.e. the network
effect of every green time chosen is considered. This characteristic enables the con-
trol strategy to quickly react to localized changing traffic conditions disrupting the
overall traffic operation the least possible.
Analyzing TUC’s structure in more detail, a potential improvement point has been
identified. TUC’s approach to offset setting could be modified in order to allow it to
better deal with different types of traffic networks, specifically meshed networks. Pre-
viously, TUC was only capable of maintaining offsets on routes whose green phases
belonged to the beginning of the cycle. In meshed networks, there are many routes,
crossing the main ones, that must be served by secondary green stages and that can
also benefit from adjusted offsets. Moreover, TUC’s method for implementing new
offsets relies on the use of single transition signal plans that may incur in abrupt
changes, which may negatively impact the operation of the network. The necessary
transition plans are calculated regardless of the effect that they will have. A recent
modification to the control technique employed by the Green Control Module (Abou-
dolas et al. 2009, 2010; de Oliveira and Camponogara 2007) offered the needed
freedom demanded by the modifications proposed in the present work. The Model
Predictive Control technique enables the use of constraints that limit the solution
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spaceof theproblem, andmore important, these constraintsmaybemodified for each
optimization run of the algorithm. Aiming to solve both mentioned “weaknesses”
of TUC, and taking advantage of the extra modeling capabilities offered by the MPC
framework, the original traffic flow model was extended including offsets and cycles
as additional variables. With this modification, it was not only possible to describe
the secondary offsets, but it also transferred the task of determining the transition
plans to the Green Control Module. Doing so, the impact of applying transition cycles
will be weighted and the optimization will try to minimize this impact. Because of an
unexpected behaviour of the new modeled system, the secondary offsets had to be
indirectly codified, affecting the original proposition. Nevertheless, the problem was
circumvented.
Aware of the fact that the modified traffic flow model used (extended from the orig-
inal store-and-forward) is only capable of capturing the impact of changing cycles,
and not offsets, a parallel path has been presented. Entitled Legacy, this second al-
ternative achieves the same goals of first one, but with a much more straightforward
approach. Instead of extending the trafficmodel to account for cycles and offsets, the
Green Control Module was left unchanged. The changes were then directly applied
to the Offset Control Module. In charge of imposing the transition cycles to the Green
Control Module, the Offset Control Module was modified to successively apply tran-
sition cycles, not greater, nor shorter than 20% of the current common cycle length,
until the desired offsets are reached. This guarantees smoother changes without ac-
tually testing their impact on the network.
Taking advantage of the open opportunity and driven by some interesting observa-
tions on the behaviour of queues during simulation runs, two unconventional meth-
ods for the determination of offsets were unpretentiously tested. Comparing the off-
sets being implemented by TUC and the offsets calculated with a technique for mini-
mizing delays it was clear that both set of values were not similar. A series of tests in
a simple two-way network with just two intersections showed that the simple main-
tenance of green-waves in the most demanded traffic route do not reflect in overall
smaller average delays. Additionally, varying the traffic demands of the competing
traffic streams showed that the offset value that would guarantee lower delays was
also shifting towards the offset value that would have been chosen for the mainte-
nance of green-waves in the most demanding traffic stream. Without further proof,
two similar methods that combine the competing offsets according to the relative traf-
fic demands were implemented.
The TUC strategy requires for its operation basically three types of information that
dynamically change with time: queue lengths; turning-rates; and traffic demands.
According to Papageorgiou 1995, TUC can handle variations in turning-rates with-
out much disturbances in its performance. This means that the use of average values
during its operation should not incur in erratic behaviour. The traffic demands may
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be directly collected from the vehicle detectors as long as there is no ongoing conges-
tion. Queue length, in the other hand, is the type of input data that canmostly disturb
TUC’s performance. Therefore, the current work also proposed a new method for es-
timating and predicting future queue lengths for the operation of TUC. The proposed
method combines an Unscented Kalman Filter with a Cell Transmission Model in or-
der to take advantage of the influence of the trafficnetwork dynamics in the formation
of the queues, and hence improve the queue estimations.
The last part of the current investigation consisted on the evaluation of all the devel-
opments achieved. Using a real traffic network, with traffic demands similar to the
ones observed in real life, all the components were tested simulating a whole day of
operation. At the end, a comparison between the modified TUC and an ATCS devel-
oped recently (Pohlmann 2010) was carried out.
7.2 Discussion
Starting with the Queue Predictor developed, it is clear that each step performed by
the method was capable of gradually improving the results. Unfortunately, the fi-
nal improvement measured in terms of the reduction of the average delay stayed at
around 4–5%, depending on the local estimationmethod used. The use of real queue
values, after being processed with noise, have demonstrated that the weakness lie
probably on the average turning-rates being used. As the RMSE values show, the er-
rors greater than 5 vehicles strike around 30% of the estimated/predicted values. Per-
haps, the queue estimator would benefit from a turning-rate estimation step before
its employment. Nevertheless, one must also consider the fact that the stochastic be-
haviour of traffic has a great influence in the results because of the frequency of the
process. In order to better assess this problem, it would have been interesting to have
investigated the variation in turning-rates between each cycle run in order to attest it.
Focusing on the modifications to TUC’s offset setting strategy the results were also
quite disappointing. The improvements brought by themodificationswere really sub-
tle lying around 2% in termsof averagedelay for normal traffic conditions, andaround
4.5% for more demanding traffic conditions. The envisioned extensions, which al-
lowed the transition cycles to be taken in consideration along with the calculation
of the green times have not met the expectations. The results accomplished with the
use of the other, much simpler, alternative were very similar. The small differences
in relation to the original TUC implementation may be partially explained given the
inherent characteristics of the traffic network used. A great percentage of the links
of the network extend over 200meters in length, which contributes to the absorption
of the impacts caused by the abrupt changes in cycle lengths. The preliminary tests,
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documented in Dantas and Friedrich 2012, which used a traffic network with links
with much shorter links (around 100 meters in length), showed stronger improve-
ments of around 10–20% depending on the traffic conditions. The ability to maintain
secondary offsets had also a timid impact. This may be due the fact that the routes
affected have relativelymuch lower traffic flowing. Thismay lead to two scenarios: ei-
ther these routes are left out of the offset maintenance because they are part of a loop,
and theweakest link gets discarded; or the granting of offsetmaintenance and the im-
provement in delays have little weight in the final results. This investigation would
have been more interesting if a denser traffic network, with more intersections, have
been used for the evaluation. But, the use of the present traffic network was interest-
ing in the sense that it was possible to directly compare TUC’s performance with the
recently developed ATCS proposed in Pohlmann 2010.
The final comparison between themodified TUC, Pohlmann’s ATCS and the fixed time
control alternative has brought some interesting conclusions. The most visible is the
fact that the fixed time alternative, optimized for the peak hours, had an almost un-
rivaled performance. With just two different sets of signal plans it was capable of
keeping average delay levels even lower than TUC’s. TUC’s worse performance high-
lights the limits of its straightforward approach, where its linear traffic flow model
seems to be the culprit. Nevertheless, it is still impressive what such strategy can
accomplish. This comparison raises once more the question about the importance
of automated and adaptive traffic signal control systems: Are they really necessary?
The answer depends on the level of commitment of the public power in charge of the
traffic network’s maintenance. For the cases where the responsible department has a
reserved budget for keeping track of the traffic evolution and performs updates to the
signal plans in short intervals, e.g. every 5 years, than fixed time control seems to be
the most adequate option, given its cheaper price and reliability. In these cases, the
investment in monitoring infrastructure is enough. In the other hand, for different re-
alities, specially the ones found in development countries, the budget is not always
available and it may be more interesting to make a greater investment once and let
the ATCS operate autonomously for a longer period of time.
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A.1 LQR
A discrete Linear Quadratic Regulator assumes a system represented by a set of linear
difference equations:
xk+1 = Axk + Buk (A.1)
with x being the state-variable vector; u the control-variable vector; and A and B
mapping the dynamics. The control objective is achieved by the minimization of a
quadratic function that weights both the primary objective and the effort of the nec-
essary control actions:
J =
1X
k=0
xükQxk + u
ü
kRuk (A.2)
The control sequence that minimizes the above cost function can be written as a feed-
back function:
uk =  Fxk (A.3)
where:
F=
 
R+ BüPB
 1
BüPA (A.4)
and P, a positive definite matrix, is the solution of the Ricatti Difference Equation:
P = Q+Aü

P  PB  R+ BüPB 1 BüPA (A.5)
which can be numerically solved by successive iteration until P converges (Kwaker-
naak 1972). P must be calculated only once, and the control actions may be later on
updated according only to the changing xk values as shown in Equation A.3.
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A.2 Cell Transmission Model
After the brief introduction given in Chapter 5, Section 5.2 Cell Transmission Model,
it is also interesting to present two other features of the CTM: Merges and Diverges,
which complement its model and allow the characterization of a real network, where
different linksmay fuse into only one, and a given linkmay subdivide into others. For
the sake of simplicity only the merge of two links into one, 2 : 1, and the diverge of
one link into two, 1 : 2, as originally proposed in Daganzo 1995, will be presented.
Pohlmann 2010 may be consulted for further 1 : 3 and 3 : 1 connections.
Recalling Equation 5.16:
qi(k) =min

ni(k),q
max
i ,
jvbwj
vfree
 
nmaxi+1   ni+1 (k)

which rules the outflow of vehicles in each cell i, it is now interesting to divide it in
three others:
Si(k) =min

ni(k),q
max
i
	
(A.6)
Ri(k) =min

qmaxi ,
jvbwj
vfree
 
nmaxi+1   ni+1 (k)

(A.7)
qi(k) =min

Si(k),Ri+1(k)
	
(A.8)
where:
Si(k) is the highest outflow that cell i can sustain during interval k, [veh]
Ri(k) is the highest inflow that cell i can receive during interval k, [veh]
This separation is necessary for the description of the complementary equations for
Merges and Diverges.
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Diverges
Merges
Figure A.1: CTM Merges and Diverges
A.2.1 Merges
A traffic network is made of the interconnection between multiple road stretches and
these connection points must be contemplated by the traffic model. They are partic-
ularly important in intersections where it is necessary to merge the outflows of the
traffic coming from the upstream links, as shown in the fictitious intersection exam-
ple depicted in Figure A.1.
cell A
cell B
cell C
qA
qB
. . .
. . .
. . .
Figure A.2: Cell merge
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Figure A.3: Limited-inflow merge cases: SA + SB > RC, (source: Pohlmann 2010)
Given a particular merge node, as shown in Figure A.2, it is necessary to handle how
the two traffic flows, qA and qB, will be combined to enter cell C. The amount of ve-
hicles that will be transferred from cells A and B during interval k cannot exceed the
amount of vehicles that cell C can receive. Therefore, relying on Equations A.6, A.7
and A.8: qA + qB ¶ RC. Whenever the receiving capability of cell C is smaller than the
total amount of vehicles that are coming from cells A and B: RC < SA + SB, a priority
scheme must be followed. According to each case, it is possible to allocate percent-
age priorities to each traffic flow, pA and pB with pA + pB = 1.0, that reflect the actual
observed behaviour. Depending on the defined priorities three scenarios emerge, as
shown in Figure A.3, and the solution will lie on the line described by qB = RC   qA.
Since the traffic flows qA and qB cannot be bigger than their respective sending poten-
tials, SA and SB, the final solution will either lie on the limits, Figure A.3b and A.3c,
or in between, Figure A.3a. This procedure of finding the allowed qA and qB for each
interval k is summarized in Algorithm A.1 2 : 1 Cell Merge.
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Algorithm A.1: 2 : 1 Cell Merge
midfx , y, zg : function that receives three arguments, eliminates the highest and the
lowest values and returns the remaining one;
if SA(k) + SB(k)¶ RC(k) then
qA(k) = SA(k);
qB(k) = SB(k);
else
qA(k) =midfSA(k), pARC(k),RC(k)  SB(k)g;
qB(k) =midfSB(k), pBRC(k),RC(k)  SA(k)g;
A.2.2 Diverges
ADiverge node ismuch simpler than theMerge node. Looking at FigureA.4, the traffic
flows coming from cell A, qA1 and qA2 , are easily defined according to the real turning
percentages expected for the modeled diverge. Attaining to the principle that the out-
flow cannot exceed receiving capacity of the following cell, Equation A.8, the partial
traffic flows are calculated accordingly:
qA =min
(
SA,
RB
tA,B
,
RC
tA,C
)
(A.9)
qA1 = t

A,BqA (A.10)
qA2 = t

A,CqA (A.11)
cell B
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cell A
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qA2
. . .
. . .
. . .
Figure A.4: Cell diverge
A.3 Standard Kalman Filter
The KF algorithm assumes a linear system model subject to noise:
Xk+1 = AXk + Buk + vk
Yk = DkXk +wk
(A.12)
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where v is the process noise vector; and w is themeasurement noise vector. This state-
space representation is exactly the same one used throughout this work, except for
the additional noise included. Eachelement of thenoise vectors is aGaussian random
variable:
vi N

0,2vi

(A.13)
w j N

0,2w j

(A.14)
with N being a normal distribution with zero mean,  = 0.0, and variance 2, and
since there is one noise variable associated to each state variable, the whole system
can be considered a Gaussian random process. The current estimated values Xˆ are
the expected values of the state variables X :
Xˆ (k) = E
 
X (k)

= Xˆk (A.15)
and the error between them is captured by the covariance matrix Px x :
Px x ,k = E
 
[Xk   Xˆk][Xk   Xˆk]ü

(A.16)
The relationship between each noise element vi may also be depicted by a covariance
matrix Qv , which is actually diagonal, since they are supposed to be independently
random. The same is valid for each wi with the corresponding Qw covariance matrix:
Qv =
26666664
2v1
0    0
0 2v2 0
...
. . .
0 0    2vi
37777775 Q
w =
26666664
2w1
0    0
0 2w2 0
...
. . .
0 0    2w j
37777775
Depending on the case, matrix Qw may change size according to the number of mea-
sured variables, which can change during the operation of the system, i.e., Dk and
Qwk .
Once the system has been parametrized, by defining its structure given in Equation
A.12: A; B; Dk; Qv ; Qwk , and expected initial values Xˆ0 and Px x ,0, the Algorithm A.2
Standard Kalman Filter may be called at each new sample time to estimate the cur-
rent state of the system. The initial values for Xˆ0 and Px x ,0, along with Qv and Qw
may be guessed and tuned through trial and error until the expected operation qual-
ity is achieved. As explained in Chapter 5 Queue Estimation, Section 5.3 Unscented
Kalman Filter, the algorithm propagates in time the state of the system, based on its
last estimation, and, combining it with the current available measured states, it is ca-
pable of offering a current system estimate with the least expected error (Anderson
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and Moore 2012).
Algorithm A.2: Standard Kalman Filter
Xˆ : estimated values of the state variables;
Px x : predicted estimate covariance matrix;
Y :measured values of the state variables;
Y˜ :measurement residual;
Py y : residual covariance matrix;
K : kalman gain;
Time Update:
Xˆkjk 1  AXˆk 1 + Buk 1;
Px x ,kjk 1  APx x ,k 1Aü +Qv ;
Measurement Update:
Y˜k  Yk   Dk Xˆkjk 1;
Py y ,k  DkPx x ,kjk 1Dük +Qwk ;
Kk  Px x ,kjk 1Dük P 1y y ,k;
Xˆk  Xˆkjk 1 + Kk Y˜k;
Px x ,k  
 
I   KkDk

Px x ,kjk 1;
A.4 Unscented Kalman Filter
TheUKFhas beendevelopedwith nonlinear systems inmindwithwhich the standard
KF cannot be applied. In nonlinear systems the state space representation changes
to:
Xk+1 = f (Xk ,uk , vk)
Yk = h(Xk ,wk)
(A.17)
where f is the nonlinear function that maps the system dynamics, and h maps the
measured states. The UKF is able to capture the future probability distribution of the
system by evaluating a predefined number of possible current points of operation,
the sigma-points, that together represent the current expectedmean values, related to
each state variable, and covariancematrix of the system. Once these operation points
are propagated through the system’s nonlinearmodel, the future resulting points rep-
resent, thus, the future probability distribution of the system.
As explained in Wan and van der Merwe 2001, the system must be augmented ac-
cording to the size of each noise vector, vk and wk, which transforms the state vector
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Xˆ and covariance matrix P into:
Xˆ a(k) = E
 
X a(k)

=
h
Xˆ ük 01nx 01nwk
iü
= Xˆ ak (A.18)
Pa(k) = E
 
[X ak   Xˆ ak ][X ak   Xˆ ak ]ü

=
2664
Px x ,k 0 0
0 Qv 0
0 0 Qwk
3775= Pak (A.19)
where Qv and Qwk are the covariance matrices of vk and wk respectively. The values of
Xˆ0, Px x ,0, Qv and Qw0 are guessed initially and may be tuned later for better results.
Then, the sigma-points are generated according to:
0,k = Xˆ
a
k (A.20)
i,k = Xˆ
a
k +


q
Pak

i
i = 1, ..., La (A.21)
i,k = Xˆ
a
k  


q
Pak

i La
i = La + 1, ..., 2La (A.22)
where  =
p
La +; La is size of the augmented system;  = 2(La + )   La; and 

q
Pak

i is the i
th column of 
q
Pak . The constants  and  regulate the spread of the
sigma-points around Xˆ , where  is usually set to 10 4 ¶  ¶ 1, and  to 0 or 3   La
(van der Merwe 2004). The resulting sigma-pointsmatrix:
k 1 =
h
Xˆ ak 1 Xˆ ak 1 + 
q
Pak 1 Xˆ ak 1   
q
Pak 1
i
(A.23)
may be also depicted as:
 =

[ x ]ü [ v ]ü [w ]ü
ü (A.24)
in order to highlight each of its components thatwill be used ahead. The sigma-points
are evaluatedwith aweighting scheme that captures the currentmeanand covariance
of the system:
 xkjk 1 = f ( xk 1,uk 1, vk 1) (A.25)
Xˆ k =
2LaX
i=0
Wmi 
x
i,kjk 1 (A.26)
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P x x ,k =
2LaX
i=0
W ci

 xi,kjk 1   Xˆ k

 xi,kjk 1   Xˆ k
ü (A.27)
where  xi,kjk 1 is the ith column of  xkjk 1 and:
Wm0 = =(L
a +) (A.28)
W c0 = =(L
a +) + (1+2 + ) (A.29)
Wmi =W
c
i = 1
 
2(La +)

i = 1, ..., 2La (A.30)
where the constant  is usually set to 2, and is used to account for the prior knowledge
of the distribution of X . This weighting scheme is also used in the posterior update
for capturing the expected future mean and covariances of the system:
 kjk 1 = h( xkjk 1,wkjk 1) (A.31)
Yˆ k =
2LaX
i=0
Wmi i,kjk 1 (A.32)
Py y ,k =
2LaX
i=0
W ci

i,kjk 1   Yˆ k

i,kjk 1   Yˆ k
ü (A.33)
Px y ,k =
2LaX
i=0
W ci

 xi,kjk 1   Xˆ k

i,kjk 1   Yˆ k
ü (A.34)
which are finally combined with the available real measurements Yk:
Kk = Px y ,k

Py y ,k
 1 (A.35)
Xˆk = Xˆ
 
k + Kk

Yk   Yˆ k

(A.36)
Px x ,k = P
 
x x ,k   KkPy y ,k

Kk
ü (A.37)
and generate the filtered values of Xˆk and the updated covariance matrix Px x ,k. The
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whole process takes place at each new sample time, and is summarized in Algorithm
A.3 Unscented Kalman Filter.
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Algorithm A.3: Unscented Kalman Filter
Xˆ : estimated values of the state variables;
Px x : predicted estimate covariance matrix;
 : sigma matrix;
Y :measured values of the state variables;
Y˜ :measurement residual;
Py y : residual covariance matrix;
Px y : cross-covariance matrix;
K : kalman gain;
Augment States:
Xˆ ak 1  

Xˆ ük 1 01nx 01nwk
ü;
Pak 1  
264Px x ,k 1 0 00 Qv 0
0 0 Qwk
375;
Generate Sigma-Points:
k 1  

Xˆ ak 1 Xˆ ak 1 + 
q
Pak 1 Xˆ ak 1   
q
Pak 1

Time Update:
kjk 1  f ( xk 1,uk 1, vk 1);
Xˆ k  
2LaX
i=0
Wmi 
x
i,kjk 1;
P x x ,k  
2LaX
i=0
W ci

 xi,kjk 1   Xˆ k

 xi,kjk 1   Xˆ k
ü;
 kjk 1  h( xkjk 1,wkjk 1);
Yˆ k  
2LaX
i=0
Wmi i,kjk 1;
Measurement Update:
Py y ,k  
2LaX
i=0
W ci

i,kjk 1   Yˆ k

i,kjk 1   Yˆ k
ü;
Px y ,k  
2LaX
i=0
W ci

 xi,kjk 1   Xˆ k

i,kjk 1   Yˆ k
ü;
Kk  Px y ,k

Py y ,k
 1;
Xˆk  Xˆ k + Kk

Yk   Yˆ k

;
Px x ,k  P x x ,k   KkPy y ,k

Kk
ü;
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A.5 Performance Comparison of the Statistical Indicators
Used
In order to better interpret the results of the evaluation of the Queue Predictor pro-
posed in this work, a simple comparison test of the statistical indicators used has
been carried out. As shown in Figure A.5, three different sets of nine values (A, B and
C) are plotted against a Reference. Set Aevolves like the Reference, attaining the same
sign of the Reference’s slopes, but usually “over-estimates” the values by 5 units. Set
B follows the mean tendency of the Reference, and also presents an error of 5 units
in most cases. Finally, set C has exactly the same slopes of the Reference, but has a
constant offset of 5 units.
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Figure A.5: Hypothetical reference following cases
Summarized in Table A.1 are the resulting RMSE, ReMSE and r values. Sets A and B
hold the same and best values for RMSE and ReMSE, even though their behaviour are
quite different. Set C, as expected, has a correlation coefficient of 1.0. The conclu-
sion is that these indicators may hide what is really happening, and that, for the case
of the Queue Predictor being evaluated, the actual performance of system must be
examined to draw the final conclusions. These indicators help to make the decision
when choosing the best alternative, but alone they may not lead to the right choice.
Alternative RMSE ReMSE r
[?] [-] [-]
A 3.7268 0.3946 0.9481
B 3.7268 0.3946 0.8753
C 5.0 0.5294 1.0
Table A.1: Comparison of the statistical indicators
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A.6 Tests with Pohlmann’s ATCS
Even though the focus of the present work is the TUC Strategy, the fact that the ATCS
presented in Pohlmann 2010 has been used as reference case opens a window for
analysing its performance. The tests that were carried out using Pohlmann’s solution
were also important for understanding some aspects of TUC and helped to draw the
final conclusions of the present work. Apart from that, this Appendix remains as a
complementary documentation, and a revision, of Pohlmann’s ATCS performance.
Because the currentworkusedadifferent versionof the simulation software, AIMSUN,
and also a modified version of the simulation scenario itself, part of the simulation
results of Pohlmann’s work had to be recalculated through new simulation runs.
The first batch of tests were related to the operation of the system depending on the
cycle control method used (see Section 3.2, Chapter 3). During this step, an error was
found in the code. Mistakingly, the green times were getting 2 additional seconds,
which were being subtracted from the interstages, therefore keeping the cycle length
unchanged. This error had a great impact in the final results regarding the use of
either of the two methods proposed, the Webster’s formula based cycles and the Sat-
uration Based cycles. Comparing the cycle lengths depicted in Figure A.6 and the orig-
inal ones in Pohlmann 2010, there is not much difference, but as Figure A.7 shows,
the system has a completely different behaviour. The system actually has a much bet-
ter performance usingWebster cycles. The smaller cycles produced by the Saturation
Basedmethod caused real problems during the peak hours, which also contaminated
the performance during the light traffic period, given the extended recovery period.
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Figure A.6: Webster and SAT reference cycles
Another question raised by working with TUC was about the actual advantage of its
frequent modification of traffic signal plans. It is clear that this feature contributes
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to a more responsive traffic control system, capable of reacting faster to changes in
traffic conditions. But, given the better results offered by Pohlmann’s solution, there
was also an interest in finding out why exactly this happened.
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Figure A.7: Webster vs. SAT delays
With the control update frequency in mind, Pohlmann’s strategy was modified to op-
erate in two different frequencies in order to analyse the results. As mentioned in
Section 2.1.6, Chapter 2, the chosen update period was set to 15 minutes, but there
are not any tests mentioned that might have been carried out in order to validate
this 15-minute value as the best option. Given the expectation that a more frequent
update would possibly improve the performance, and a less frequent update would
degrade the performance, tests with 7.5-minute and 30-minute update periods were
conducted.
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Figure A.8: Update periods multiple of 7.5minutes
Opposed to the expectation, the system performed worse with the shorter update pe-
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riod and slightly better with the longer one as depicted in Figure A.8. The change in
the length of the update period also implies in a different length of the aggregated
traffic demand data stored in the database. This means that, leaving the rest of the
technique unchanged, the algorithm was forced to match a much shorter sample of
the traffic demand stored in the database than before, for the case of the 7.5-minute
update period (see Section 2.1.6 in Chapter 2 Literature Review). This could explain
part of the reason why the shorter update period resulted in a worse performance,
but the error rate in the matching procedure did not increase. The culprit seems to be
the time period during which the algorithm evaluates each offset possibility, which
is also equal to the update period. Since this process also includes the transition cy-
cles necessary to achieve the offsets being tested, the final offsets may have not been
given enough time to be effectively tested. This may have led the algorithm to choose
offsets that incurred in less delay during the transition cycles but not necessarily in
better network performance given the offsets alone. Either way, the performance re-
mained unchanged during the light traffic periods for all the options tested.
The above investigation also induced some questioning about the algorithm’s sensi-
bility in relation to the changing traffic demands throughout the day. The chosen
update period is exactly the same as the size of the different O/D matrices employed,
i.e. the length of each trafficdemandperiod that compose the final trafficdemandpro-
file of the simulation scenario. This means that there is a synchronization between
the change in traffic demands in the simulation scenario and the search for a match-
ing traffic demand profile in the database. This coincidence might have also aided in
conquering better results. Note that there is a difference between aggregating data
in a given fixed time length and expecting that the traffic conditions will change in
real life at evenly distributed time periods. In order to test this hypothesis, two addi-
tional update periods were tested: a 14-minute and a 16-minute update period. This
guarantees that both changing traffic conditions and data aggregationwill not be syn-
chronized anymore. As Figure A.9 shows, there was actually almost no difference in
terms of traffic delay between the alternatives. But, at the second peak period it is ev-
ident that the original configuration was beneficial to the system’s performance and
that this type of detail must also be taken into consideration when evaluating such
systems.
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Figure A.9: Unsynchronized update periods
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